
Initialize mono
Mono path[0] = '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Managed'
Mono path[1] = '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Mono/lib/mono/2.0'
Mono config path = '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Mono/etc'
Using monoOptions --debugger-
agent=transport=dt_socket,embedding=1,defer=y,address=0.0.0.0:56195
2017-06-26 15:41:29.628 Unity[1195:52619] NSDocumentController Info.plist 
warning: The values of CFBundleTypeRole entries must be 'Editor', 'Viewer', 'None', 
or 'Shell'.
...298811 bytes written to /Users/mennobuggenhout/Library/Unity/Certificates/
CACerts.pem

LICENSE SYSTEM [2017626 15:41:30] No start/stop license dates set

LICENSE SYSTEM [2017626 15:41:30] Next license update check is after 
2017-05-30T22:42:50

IsTimeToCheckForNewEditor: Update time 1498304334 current 1498484492
/Users/Shared/Unity/Space Shooter
Loading GUID <-> Path mappings...0.000048 seconds
Loading Asset Database...0.032180 seconds
Audio: FMOD Profiler initialized on port 54900
AssetDatabase consistency checks...0.038111 seconds
Initialize engine version: 5.5.4f1 (8ffd0efd98b1)
GfxDevice: creating device client; threaded=1
Renderer: Intel Iris OpenGL Engine
Vendor:   Intel Inc.
Version:  4.1 INTEL-10.12.13
GLES:     0
 GL_ARB_blend_func_extended GL_ARB_draw_buffers_blend 
GL_ARB_draw_indirect GL_ARB_ES2_compatibility 
GL_ARB_explicit_attrib_location GL_ARB_gpu_shader_fp64 GL_ARB_gpu_shader5 
GL_ARB_instanced_arrays GL_ARB_internalformat_query 
GL_ARB_occlusion_query2 GL_ARB_sample_shading GL_ARB_sampler_objects 
GL_ARB_separate_shader_objects GL_ARB_shader_bit_encoding 
GL_ARB_shader_subroutine GL_ARB_shading_language_include 
GL_ARB_tessellation_shader GL_ARB_texture_buffer_object_rgb32 
GL_ARB_texture_cube_map_array GL_ARB_texture_gather 
GL_ARB_texture_query_lod GL_ARB_texture_rgb10_a2ui 
GL_ARB_texture_storage GL_ARB_texture_swizzle GL_ARB_timer_query 
GL_ARB_transform_feedback2 GL_ARB_transform_feedback3 
GL_ARB_vertex_attrib_64bit GL_ARB_vertex_type_2_10_10_10_rev 
GL_ARB_viewport_array GL_EXT_debug_label GL_EXT_debug_marker 
GL_EXT_framebuffer_multisample_blit_scaled GL_EXT_texture_compression_s3tc 
GL_EXT_texture_filter_anisotropic GL_EXT_texture_sRGB_decode 
GL_APPLE_client_storage GL_APPLE_container_object_shareable GL_APPLE_fl
ush_render GL_APPLE_object_purgeable GL_APPLE_rgb_422 
GL_APPLE_row_bytes GL_APPLE_texture_range GL_ATI_texture_mirror_once 
GL_NV_texture_barrier
OPENGL LOG: Creating OpenGL 4.1 graphics device ; Context level  <OpenGL 



4.1> ; Context handle 211604992
Begin MonoManager ReloadAssembly
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Managed/UnityEngine.dll 
(this message is harmless)
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Managed/UnityEditor.dll 
(this message is harmless)
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Managed/Unity.Locator.dll 
(this message is harmless)
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Managed/
Unity.DataContract.dll (this message is harmless)
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Mono/lib/mono/2.0/
System.Core.dll (this message is harmless)
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Managed/
Unity.IvyParser.dll (this message is harmless)
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Mono/lib/mono/2.0/
System.dll (this message is harmless)
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Mono/lib/mono/2.0/
System.Xml.dll (this message is harmless)
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Mono/lib/mono/2.0/
System.Configuration.dll (this message is harmless)
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/PackageManager/Unity/
PackageManager/5.5.4/Unity.PackageManager.dll (this message is harmless)
Initializing Unity.PackageManager (PackageManager) v5.5.4 for Unity v5.5.4f1
Setting StandaloneOSXIntel v5.5.4 for Unity v5.5.4f1 to /Applications/Unity/
Unity.app/Contents/PlaybackEngines/MacStandaloneSupport
Setting Advertisements v5.5.4 for Unity v5.5.4f1 to /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/
Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/Advertisements
  UnityEngine.Advertisements.dll (Extension) GUID: 
739bbd9f364b4268874f9fd86ab3beef
  Editor/UnityEditor.Advertisements.dll (Extension) GUID: 
97decbdab0634cdd991f8d23ddf0dead
Setting EditorTestsRunner v5.5.4 for Unity v5.5.4f1 to /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/
Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/EditorTestsRunner
  Editor/nunit.framework.dll (Extension) GUID: 
7cbab2be89b54486bbd23a6fe637d30e
  Editor/UnityEditor.EditorTestsRunner.dll (Extension) GUID: 
3c0ad459c1534645b5d603b7cc258f97
Setting GUISystem v5.5.4 for Unity v5.5.4f1 to /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/
Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/GUISystem
  UnityEngine.UI.dll (Extension) GUID: f5f67c52d1564df4a8936ccd202a3bd8
  Standalone/UnityEngine.UI.dll (Extension) GUID: 
f70555f144d8491a825f0804e09c671c
  Editor/UnityEditor.UI.dll (Extension) GUID: 80a3616ca19596e4da0f10f14d241e9f
Setting UNetHLAPI v5.5.4 for Unity v5.5.4f1 to /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/
Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/Networking
  UnityEngine.Networking.dll (Extension) GUID: 
870353891bb340e2b2a9c8707e7419ba
  Standalone/UnityEngine.Networking.dll (Extension) GUID: 
dc443db3e92b4983b9738c1131f555cb
  Editor/UnityEditor.Networking.dll (Extension) GUID: 



5f32cd94baa94578a686d4b9d6b660f7
Setting PlaymodeTestsRunner v5.5.4 for Unity v5.5.4f1 to /Applications/Unity/
Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/PlaymodeTestsRunner
  Editor/UnityEditor.PlaymodeTestsRunner.dll (Extension) GUID: 
4113173d5e95493ab8765d7b08371de4
  UnityEngine.PlaymodeTestsRunner.dll (Extension) GUID: 
53ebcfaa2e1e4e2dbc85882cd5a73fa1
Setting TreeEditor v5.5.4 for Unity v5.5.4f1 to /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/
UnityExtensions/Unity/TreeEditor
  Editor/UnityEditor.TreeEditor.dll (Extension) GUID: 
adebbd281f1a4ef3a30be7f21937e02f
Setting UnityAnalytics v5.5.4 for Unity v5.5.4f1 to /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/
Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/UnityAnalytics
  UnityEngine.Analytics.dll (Extension) GUID: 
852E56802EB941638ACBB491814497B0
  Editor/UnityEditor.Analytics.dll (Extension) GUID: 
86f4de9468454445ac2f39e207fafa3a
Setting UnityHoloLens v5.5.4 for Unity v5.5.4f1 to /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/
Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/UnityHoloLens
  Editor/UnityEditor.HoloLens.dll (Extension) GUID: 
12fd8a0055b84bb59e84c9835a37e333
  Runtime/UnityEngine.HoloLens.dll (Extension) GUID: 
f7b54ff4a43d4fcf81b4538b678e0bcc
  RuntimeEditor/UnityEngine.HoloLens.dll (Extension) GUID: 
1c6d1fbb51834b64847b1b73a75bfc77
Setting UnityPurchasing v5.5.4 for Unity v5.5.4f1 to /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/
Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/UnityPurchasing
  UnityEngine.Purchasing.dll (Extension) GUID: 
8E0CD8ED44D4412CBE0642067ABC9E44
Setting UnityVR v5.5.4 for Unity v5.5.4f1 to /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/
UnityExtensions/Unity/UnityVR
  Editor/UnityEditor.VR.dll (Extension) GUID: 4ba2329b63d54f0187bcaa12486b1b0f
  Runtime/UnityEngine.VR.dll (Extension) GUID: 
6cdf1e5c78d14720aaadccd4C792df96
  RuntimeEditor/UnityEngine.VR.dll (Extension) GUID: 
307433eba81a469ab1e2084d52d1a5a2
Registering custom dll's ...
Register platform support module: /Applications/Unity/PlaybackEngines/
AndroidPlayer/UnityEditor.Android.Extensions.dll
Register platform support module: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/
PlaybackEngines/MacStandaloneSupport/UnityEditor.OSXStandalone.Extensions.dll
Registered in 0.007816 seconds.
Non platform assembly: /Users/Shared/Unity/Space Shooter/Library/
ScriptAssemblies/Assembly-CSharp-firstpass.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading /Users/Shared/Unity/Space Shooter/Library/ScriptAssemblies/Assembly-
CSharp-firstpass.dll into Unity Child Domain
Non platform assembly: /Users/Shared/Unity/Space Shooter/Library/
ScriptAssemblies/Assembly-CSharp.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading /Users/Shared/Unity/Space Shooter/Library/ScriptAssemblies/Assembly-
CSharp.dll into Unity Child Domain



Non platform assembly: /Users/Shared/Unity/Space Shooter/Library/
ScriptAssemblies/Assembly-CSharp-Editor-firstpass.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading /Users/Shared/Unity/Space Shooter/Library/ScriptAssemblies/Assembly-
CSharp-Editor-firstpass.dll into Unity Child Domain
Non platform assembly: /Users/Shared/Unity/Space Shooter/Library/
ScriptAssemblies/Assembly-CSharp-Editor.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading /Users/Shared/Unity/Space Shooter/Library/ScriptAssemblies/Assembly-
CSharp-Editor.dll into Unity Child Domain
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/PackageManager/Unity/
PackageManager/5.5.4/Unity.PackageManager.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/PackageManager/Unity/
PackageManager/5.5.4/Unity.PackageManager.dll into Unity Child Domain
Non platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/
Unity/Advertisements/Editor/UnityEditor.Advertisements.dll (this message is 
harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
Advertisements/Editor/UnityEditor.Advertisements.dll into Unity Child Domain
Non platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/
Unity/EditorTestsRunner/Editor/nunit.framework.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
EditorTestsRunner/Editor/nunit.framework.dll into Unity Child Domain
Non platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/
Unity/EditorTestsRunner/Editor/UnityEditor.EditorTestsRunner.dll (this message is 
harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
EditorTestsRunner/Editor/UnityEditor.EditorTestsRunner.dll into Unity Child Domain
Non platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/
Unity/GUISystem/UnityEngine.UI.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/GUISystem/
UnityEngine.UI.dll into Unity Child Domain
Non platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/
Unity/GUISystem/Editor/UnityEditor.UI.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/GUISystem/
Editor/UnityEditor.UI.dll into Unity Child Domain
Non platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/
Unity/Networking/UnityEngine.Networking.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/Networking/
UnityEngine.Networking.dll into Unity Child Domain
Non platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/
Unity/Networking/Editor/UnityEditor.Networking.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/Networking/
Editor/UnityEditor.Networking.dll into Unity Child Domain
Non platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/
Unity/PlaymodeTestsRunner/Editor/UnityEditor.PlaymodeTestsRunner.dll (this 
message is harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
PlaymodeTestsRunner/Editor/UnityEditor.PlaymodeTestsRunner.dll into Unity Child 
Domain
Non platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/
Unity/PlaymodeTestsRunner/UnityEngine.PlaymodeTestsRunner.dll (this message is 



harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
PlaymodeTestsRunner/UnityEngine.PlaymodeTestsRunner.dll into Unity Child 
Domain
Non platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/
Unity/TreeEditor/Editor/UnityEditor.TreeEditor.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/TreeEditor/
Editor/UnityEditor.TreeEditor.dll into Unity Child Domain
Non platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/
Unity/UnityAnalytics/UnityEngine.Analytics.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
UnityAnalytics/UnityEngine.Analytics.dll into Unity Child Domain
Non platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/
Unity/UnityAnalytics/Editor/UnityEditor.Analytics.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
UnityAnalytics/Editor/UnityEditor.Analytics.dll into Unity Child Domain
Non platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/
Unity/UnityHoloLens/Editor/UnityEditor.HoloLens.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
UnityHoloLens/Editor/UnityEditor.HoloLens.dll into Unity Child Domain
Non platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/
Unity/UnityHoloLens/RuntimeEditor/UnityEngine.HoloLens.dll (this message is 
harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
UnityHoloLens/RuntimeEditor/UnityEngine.HoloLens.dll into Unity Child Domain
Non platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/
Unity/UnityVR/Editor/UnityEditor.VR.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/UnityVR/
Editor/UnityEditor.VR.dll into Unity Child Domain
Non platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/
Unity/UnityVR/RuntimeEditor/UnityEngine.VR.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/UnityVR/
RuntimeEditor/UnityEngine.VR.dll into Unity Child Domain
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Managed/
UnityEditor.Graphs.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Managed/UnityEditor.Graphs.dll into 
Unity Child Domain
Non platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/PlaybackEngines/AndroidPlayer/
UnityEditor.Android.Extensions.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/PlaybackEngines/AndroidPlayer/
UnityEditor.Android.Extensions.dll into Unity Child Domain
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/PlaybackEngines/
MacStandaloneSupport/UnityEditor.OSXStandalone.Extensions.dll (this message is 
harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/PlaybackEngines/
MacStandaloneSupport/UnityEditor.OSXStandalone.Extensions.dll into Unity Child 
Domain
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Managed/
nunit.core.interfaces.dll (this message is harmless)
Refreshing native plugins compatible for Editor in 6.07 ms, found 2 plugins.



Preloading 1 native plugins for Editor in 2.29 ms.
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Managed/Mono.Cecil.dll 
(this message is harmless)
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Managed/
Unity.SerializationLogic.dll (this message is harmless)
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Mono/lib/mono/2.0/
UnityScript.dll (this message is harmless)
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Managed/
ICSharpCode.NRefactory.dll (this message is harmless)
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Mono/lib/mono/2.0/
System.Xml.Linq.dll (this message is harmless)
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Managed/nunit.core.dll 
(this message is harmless)
Mono: successfully reloaded assembly
- Completed reload, in  1.229 seconds
Registering platform support modules:
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Mono/lib/mono/2.0/
Boo.Lang.Compiler.dll (this message is harmless)
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Mono/lib/mono/2.0/
Boo.Lang.dll (this message is harmless)
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Mono/lib/mono/2.0/
Boo.Lang.Parser.dll (this message is harmless)
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Mono/lib/mono/2.0/
UnityScript.Lang.dll (this message is harmless)
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Mono/lib/mono/2.0/
Mono.Security.dll (this message is harmless)
Registered platform support modules in: 0.32619s.
Native extension for OSXStandalone target not found
Native extension for Android target not found
Downloading http://update.unity3d.com/5.5/ivy.xml to /var/folders/lz/
55q233h96v16dbw0bg6nry680000gn/T/unity/d5d3a937-acb7-46fb-9f5a-
b68d2cb4d526/ivy.xml
Reloading assemblies after script compilation.
Begin MonoManager ReloadAssembly
Shutting down Remote Indexer
Task failed: Verifier Task
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Managed/UnityEngine.dll 
(this message is harmless)
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Managed/UnityEditor.dll 
(this message is harmless)
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Managed/Unity.Locator.dll 
(this message is harmless)
Registering custom dll's ...
Register platform support module: /Applications/Unity/PlaybackEngines/
AndroidPlayer/UnityEditor.Android.Extensions.dll
Register platform support module: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/
PlaybackEngines/MacStandaloneSupport/UnityEditor.OSXStandalone.Extensions.dll
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Mono/lib/mono/2.0/
System.Core.dll (this message is harmless)
Registered in 0.016041 seconds.



Non platform assembly: /Users/Shared/Unity/Space Shooter/Library/
ScriptAssemblies/Assembly-CSharp-firstpass.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading /Users/Shared/Unity/Space Shooter/Library/ScriptAssemblies/Assembly-
CSharp-firstpass.dll into Unity Child Domain
Non platform assembly: /Users/Shared/Unity/Space Shooter/Library/
ScriptAssemblies/Assembly-CSharp.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading /Users/Shared/Unity/Space Shooter/Library/ScriptAssemblies/Assembly-
CSharp.dll into Unity Child Domain
Non platform assembly: /Users/Shared/Unity/Space Shooter/Library/
ScriptAssemblies/Assembly-CSharp-Editor-firstpass.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading /Users/Shared/Unity/Space Shooter/Library/ScriptAssemblies/Assembly-
CSharp-Editor-firstpass.dll into Unity Child Domain
Non platform assembly: /Users/Shared/Unity/Space Shooter/Library/
ScriptAssemblies/Assembly-CSharp-Editor.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading /Users/Shared/Unity/Space Shooter/Library/ScriptAssemblies/Assembly-
CSharp-Editor.dll into Unity Child Domain
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/PackageManager/Unity/
PackageManager/5.5.4/Unity.PackageManager.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/PackageManager/Unity/
PackageManager/5.5.4/Unity.PackageManager.dll into Unity Child Domain
Non platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/
Unity/Advertisements/Editor/UnityEditor.Advertisements.dll (this message is 
harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
Advertisements/Editor/UnityEditor.Advertisements.dll into Unity Child Domain
Non platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/
Unity/EditorTestsRunner/Editor/nunit.framework.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
EditorTestsRunner/Editor/nunit.framework.dll into Unity Child Domain
Non platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/
Unity/EditorTestsRunner/Editor/UnityEditor.EditorTestsRunner.dll (this message is 
harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
EditorTestsRunner/Editor/UnityEditor.EditorTestsRunner.dll into Unity Child Domain
Non platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/
Unity/GUISystem/UnityEngine.UI.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/GUISystem/
UnityEngine.UI.dll into Unity Child Domain
Non platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/
Unity/GUISystem/Editor/UnityEditor.UI.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/GUISystem/
Editor/UnityEditor.UI.dll into Unity Child Domain
Non platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/
Unity/Networking/UnityEngine.Networking.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/Networking/
UnityEngine.Networking.dll into Unity Child Domain
Non platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/
Unity/Networking/Editor/UnityEditor.Networking.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/Networking/
Editor/UnityEditor.Networking.dll into Unity Child Domain



Non platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/
Unity/PlaymodeTestsRunner/Editor/UnityEditor.PlaymodeTestsRunner.dll (this 
message is harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
PlaymodeTestsRunner/Editor/UnityEditor.PlaymodeTestsRunner.dll into Unity Child 
Domain
Non platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/
Unity/PlaymodeTestsRunner/UnityEngine.PlaymodeTestsRunner.dll (this message is 
harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
PlaymodeTestsRunner/UnityEngine.PlaymodeTestsRunner.dll into Unity Child 
Domain
Non platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/
Unity/TreeEditor/Editor/UnityEditor.TreeEditor.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/TreeEditor/
Editor/UnityEditor.TreeEditor.dll into Unity Child Domain
Non platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/
Unity/UnityAnalytics/UnityEngine.Analytics.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
UnityAnalytics/UnityEngine.Analytics.dll into Unity Child Domain
Non platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/
Unity/UnityAnalytics/Editor/UnityEditor.Analytics.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
UnityAnalytics/Editor/UnityEditor.Analytics.dll into Unity Child Domain
Non platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/
Unity/UnityHoloLens/Editor/UnityEditor.HoloLens.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
UnityHoloLens/Editor/UnityEditor.HoloLens.dll into Unity Child Domain
Non platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/
Unity/UnityHoloLens/RuntimeEditor/UnityEngine.HoloLens.dll (this message is 
harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
UnityHoloLens/RuntimeEditor/UnityEngine.HoloLens.dll into Unity Child Domain
Non platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/
Unity/UnityVR/Editor/UnityEditor.VR.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/UnityVR/
Editor/UnityEditor.VR.dll into Unity Child Domain
Non platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/
Unity/UnityVR/RuntimeEditor/UnityEngine.VR.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/UnityVR/
RuntimeEditor/UnityEngine.VR.dll into Unity Child Domain
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Managed/
UnityEditor.Graphs.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Managed/UnityEditor.Graphs.dll into 
Unity Child Domain
Non platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/PlaybackEngines/AndroidPlayer/
UnityEditor.Android.Extensions.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/PlaybackEngines/AndroidPlayer/
UnityEditor.Android.Extensions.dll into Unity Child Domain
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/PlaybackEngines/



MacStandaloneSupport/UnityEditor.OSXStandalone.Extensions.dll (this message is 
harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/PlaybackEngines/
MacStandaloneSupport/UnityEditor.OSXStandalone.Extensions.dll into Unity Child 
Domain
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Managed/
nunit.core.interfaces.dll (this message is harmless)
Refreshing native plugins compatible for Editor in 0.91 ms, found 2 plugins.
Preloading 1 native plugins for Editor in 0.63 ms.
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Managed/Mono.Cecil.dll 
(this message is harmless)
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Managed/
Unity.SerializationLogic.dll (this message is harmless)
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Managed/
Unity.DataContract.dll (this message is harmless)
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Mono/lib/mono/2.0/
UnityScript.dll (this message is harmless)
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Managed/
ICSharpCode.NRefactory.dll (this message is harmless)
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Mono/lib/mono/2.0/
System.Xml.Linq.dll (this message is harmless)
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Managed/
Unity.IvyParser.dll (this message is harmless)
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Managed/nunit.core.dll 
(this message is harmless)
Mono: successfully reloaded assembly
- Completed reload, in  0.899 seconds
Initializing Unity.PackageManager (PackageManager) v5.5.4 for Unity v5.5.4f1
Setting StandaloneOSXIntel v5.5.4 for Unity v5.5.4f1 to /Applications/Unity/
Unity.app/Contents/PlaybackEngines/MacStandaloneSupport
Setting Advertisements v5.5.4 for Unity v5.5.4f1 to /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/
Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/Advertisements
  UnityEngine.Advertisements.dll (Extension) GUID: 
739bbd9f364b4268874f9fd86ab3beef
  Editor/UnityEditor.Advertisements.dll (Extension) GUID: 
97decbdab0634cdd991f8d23ddf0dead
Setting EditorTestsRunner v5.5.4 for Unity v5.5.4f1 to /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/
Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/EditorTestsRunner
  Editor/nunit.framework.dll (Extension) GUID: 
7cbab2be89b54486bbd23a6fe637d30e
  Editor/UnityEditor.EditorTestsRunner.dll (Extension) GUID: 
3c0ad459c1534645b5d603b7cc258f97
Setting GUISystem v5.5.4 for Unity v5.5.4f1 to /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/
Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/GUISystem
  UnityEngine.UI.dll (Extension) GUID: f5f67c52d1564df4a8936ccd202a3bd8
  Standalone/UnityEngine.UI.dll (Extension) GUID: 
f70555f144d8491a825f0804e09c671c
  Editor/UnityEditor.UI.dll (Extension) GUID: 80a3616ca19596e4da0f10f14d241e9f
Setting UNetHLAPI v5.5.4 for Unity v5.5.4f1 to /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/
Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/Networking



  UnityEngine.Networking.dll (Extension) GUID: 
870353891bb340e2b2a9c8707e7419ba
  Standalone/UnityEngine.Networking.dll (Extension) GUID: 
dc443db3e92b4983b9738c1131f555cb
  Editor/UnityEditor.Networking.dll (Extension) GUID: 
5f32cd94baa94578a686d4b9d6b660f7
Setting PlaymodeTestsRunner v5.5.4 for Unity v5.5.4f1 to /Applications/Unity/
Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/PlaymodeTestsRunner
  Editor/UnityEditor.PlaymodeTestsRunner.dll (Extension) GUID: 
4113173d5e95493ab8765d7b08371de4
  UnityEngine.PlaymodeTestsRunner.dll (Extension) GUID: 
53ebcfaa2e1e4e2dbc85882cd5a73fa1
Setting TreeEditor v5.5.4 for Unity v5.5.4f1 to /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/
UnityExtensions/Unity/TreeEditor
  Editor/UnityEditor.TreeEditor.dll (Extension) GUID: 
adebbd281f1a4ef3a30be7f21937e02f
Setting UnityAnalytics v5.5.4 for Unity v5.5.4f1 to /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/
Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/UnityAnalytics
  UnityEngine.Analytics.dll (Extension) GUID: 
852E56802EB941638ACBB491814497B0
  Editor/UnityEditor.Analytics.dll (Extension) GUID: 
86f4de9468454445ac2f39e207fafa3a
Setting UnityHoloLens v5.5.4 for Unity v5.5.4f1 to /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/
Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/UnityHoloLens
  Editor/UnityEditor.HoloLens.dll (Extension) GUID: 
12fd8a0055b84bb59e84c9835a37e333
  Runtime/UnityEngine.HoloLens.dll (Extension) GUID: 
f7b54ff4a43d4fcf81b4538b678e0bcc
  RuntimeEditor/UnityEngine.HoloLens.dll (Extension) GUID: 
1c6d1fbb51834b64847b1b73a75bfc77
Setting UnityPurchasing v5.5.4 for Unity v5.5.4f1 to /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/
Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/UnityPurchasing
  UnityEngine.Purchasing.dll (Extension) GUID: 
8E0CD8ED44D4412CBE0642067ABC9E44
Setting UnityVR v5.5.4 for Unity v5.5.4f1 to /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/
UnityExtensions/Unity/UnityVR
  Editor/UnityEditor.VR.dll (Extension) GUID: 4ba2329b63d54f0187bcaa12486b1b0f
  Runtime/UnityEngine.VR.dll (Extension) GUID: 
6cdf1e5c78d14720aaadccd4C792df96
  RuntimeEditor/UnityEngine.VR.dll (Extension) GUID: 
307433eba81a469ab1e2084d52d1a5a2
Registering platform support modules:
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Mono/lib/mono/2.0/
Boo.Lang.Compiler.dll (this message is harmless)
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Mono/lib/mono/2.0/
Boo.Lang.dll (this message is harmless)
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Mono/lib/mono/2.0/
Boo.Lang.Parser.dll (this message is harmless)
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Mono/lib/mono/2.0/
UnityScript.Lang.dll (this message is harmless)



Registered platform support modules in: 0.077577s.
Native extension for OSXStandalone target not found
Native extension for Android target not found
Validating Project structure ... 0.008580 seconds.
Refresh: detecting if any assets need to be imported or removed ... Refresh: elapses 
0.008774 seconds (Nothing changed)
Warming cache for 639 main assets: 0.002760 seconds elapsed
Initializing Unity extensions:
 '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/UnityHoloLens/Editor/
UnityEditor.HoloLens.dll'  GUID: 12fd8a0055b84bb59e84c9835a37e333
 '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/UnityAnalytics/
UnityEngine.Analytics.dll'  GUID: 852e56802eb941638acbb491814497b0
 '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/GUISystem/
Standalone/UnityEngine.UI.dll'  GUID: f70555f144d8491a825f0804e09c671c
 '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/GUISystem/
UnityEngine.UI.dll'  GUID: f5f67c52d1564df4a8936ccd202a3bd8
 '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/Networking/
Standalone/UnityEngine.Networking.dll'  GUID: 
dc443db3e92b4983b9738c1131f555cb
 '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/Networking/Editor/
UnityEditor.Networking.dll'  GUID: 5f32cd94baa94578a686d4b9d6b660f7
 '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/UnityAnalytics/Editor/
UnityEditor.Analytics.dll'  GUID: 86f4de9468454445ac2f39e207fafa3a
 '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/UnityHoloLens/
Runtime/UnityEngine.HoloLens.dll'  GUID: f7b54ff4a43d4fcf81b4538b678e0bcc
 '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/TreeEditor/Editor/
UnityEditor.TreeEditor.dll'  GUID: adebbd281f1a4ef3a30be7f21937e02f
 '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/EditorTestsRunner/
Editor/UnityEditor.EditorTestsRunner.dll'  GUID: 
3c0ad459c1534645b5d603b7cc258f97
 '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/Networking/
UnityEngine.Networking.dll'  GUID: 870353891bb340e2b2a9c8707e7419ba
 '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
PlaymodeTestsRunner/UnityEngine.PlaymodeTestsRunner.dll'  GUID: 
53ebcfaa2e1e4e2dbc85882cd5a73fa1
 '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/Advertisements/
Editor/UnityEditor.Advertisements.dll'  GUID: 97decbdab0634cdd991f8d23ddf0dead
 '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/UnityVR/Editor/
UnityEditor.VR.dll'  GUID: 4ba2329b63d54f0187bcaa12486b1b0f
 '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/UnityHoloLens/
RuntimeEditor/UnityEngine.HoloLens.dll'  GUID: 
1c6d1fbb51834b64847b1b73a75bfc77
 '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/UnityVR/
RuntimeEditor/UnityEngine.VR.dll'  GUID: 307433eba81a469ab1e2084d52d1a5a2
 '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/UnityVR/Runtime/
UnityEngine.VR.dll'  GUID: 6cdf1e5c78d14720aaadccd4c792df96
 '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/GUISystem/Editor/
UnityEditor.UI.dll'  GUID: 80a3616ca19596e4da0f10f14d241e9f
 '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
PlaymodeTestsRunner/Editor/UnityEditor.PlaymodeTestsRunner.dll'  GUID: 



4113173d5e95493ab8765d7b08371de4
 '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/UnityPurchasing/
UnityEngine.Purchasing.dll'  GUID: 8e0cd8ed44d4412cbe0642067abc9e44
 '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/EditorTestsRunner/
Editor/nunit.framework.dll'  GUID: 7cbab2be89b54486bbd23a6fe637d30e
 '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/Advertisements/
UnityEngine.Advertisements.dll'  GUID: 739bbd9f364b4268874f9fd86ab3beef
2017-06-26 15:41:36.636 Unity[1195:52619] NSWindow warning: adding an 
unknown subview: <NSView: 0x11a2277a0>. Break on NSLog to debug.
2017-06-26 15:41:36.653 Unity[1195:52619] Call stack:
(

0   AppKit                              0x00007fff8df0f4ef -[NSThemeFrame 
addSubview:] + 107

1   AppKit                              0x00007fff8df0efec -[NSView 
addSubview:positioned:relativeTo:] + 211

2   Unity                               0x00000001026eeb31 
_ZN15ContainerWindow4InitEP13MonoBehaviour5RectTIfEiRK8Vector2fS6_ + 
1665

3   Unity                               0x00000001020f7c89 
_Z50ContainerWindow_CUSTOM_INTERNAL_CALL_Internal_ShowP10MonoObjec
tRK5RectTIfEiRK13Vector2fIcallS7_ + 297

4   ???                                 0x00000001245dcd1b 0x0 + 4905094427
5   ???                                 0x00000001245dcc24 0x0 + 4905094180
6   ???                                 0x00000001245dbc95 0x0 + 4905090197
7   ???                                 0x0000000124578f6a 0x0 + 4904685418
8   ???                                 0x000000012457abe3 0x0 + 4904692707
9   libmono.0.dylib                     0x000000010aa846a6 

mono_get_runtime_build_info + 3654
10  libmono.0.dylib                     0x000000010abaf19e mono_runtime_invoke + 

117
11  Unity                               0x0000000101dfe4cd 

_ZN19ScriptingInvocation6InvokeEPP13MonoExceptionb + 125
12  Unity                               0x0000000100cb6e87 _Z17LoadCurrentLayoutb + 

231
13  Unity                               0x0000000100cb5dd0 

_Z28LoadDefaultWindowPreferencesv + 576
14  Unity                               0x000000010264ef18 

_ZN11Application20FinishLoadingProjectEv + 264
15  Unity                               0x00000001026e09dc -[EditorApplication 

applicationDidFinishLaunching:] + 780
16  CoreFoundation                      0x00007fff8bf0d70c 

__CFNOTIFICATIONCENTER_IS_CALLING_OUT_TO_AN_OBSERVER__ + 12
17  CoreFoundation                      0x00007fff8bf0d67f 

___CFXRegistrationPost_block_invoke + 63
18  CoreFoundation                      0x00007fff8bf0cd47 _CFXRegistrationPost + 

407
19  CoreFoundation                      0x00007fff8bf0cab2 

___CFXNotificationPost_block_invoke + 50
20  CoreFoundation                      0x00007fff8bf06d42 -

[_CFXNotificationRegistrar find:object:observer:enumerator:] + 1922



21  CoreFoundation                      0x00007fff8bdf5145 _CFXNotificationPost + 
693

22  Foundation                          0x00007fff81adf921 -[NSNotificationCenter 
postNotificationName:object:userInfo:] + 66

23  AppKit                              0x00007fff8df6365d -[NSApplication 
_postDidFinishNotification] + 297

24  AppKit                              0x00007fff8df633d3 -[NSApplication 
_sendFinishLaunchingNotification] + 203

25  AppKit                              0x00007fff8df6088d -
[NSApplication(NSAppleEventHandling) _handleAEOpenEvent:] + 557

26  AppKit                              0x00007fff8df60337 -
[NSApplication(NSAppleEventHandling) _handleCoreEvent:withReplyEvent:] + 250

27  Foundation                          0x00007fff81b11861 -[NSAppleEventManager 
dispatchRawAppleEvent:withRawReply:handlerRefCon:] + 290

28  Foundation                          0x00007fff81b116db 
_NSAppleEventManagerGenericHandler + 102

29  AE                                  0x00007fff837ee231 
_Z20aeDispatchAppleEventPK6AEDescPS_jPh + 531

30  AE                                  0x00007fff837edfb8 
_ZL25dispatchEventAndSendReplyPK6AEDescPS_ + 31

31  AE                                  0x00007fff837eded4 aeProcessAppleEvent + 288
32  HIToolbox                           0x00007fff902f4af9 AEProcessAppleEvent + 55
33  AppKit                              0x00007fff8df5a588 _DPSNextEvent + 2245
34  AppKit                              0x00007fff8e326943 -[NSApplication 

_nextEventMatchingEventMask:untilDate:inMode:dequeue:] + 454
35  AppKit                              0x00007fff8df4ffc8 -[NSApplication run] + 682
36  AppKit                              0x00007fff8ded2520 NSApplicationMain + 1176
37  Unity                               0x00000001026fa4a8 _Z10EditorMainiPPKc + 

1512
38  Unity                               0x00000001026facb9 main + 9
39  Unity                               0x0000000100002354 start + 52

)
Load scene 'Assets/Scenes/Game.unity' time: 0.013394 ms 
Unloading 318 Unused Serialized files (Serialized files now loaded: 0)
System memory in use before: 89.3 MB.
System memory in use after: 89.4 MB.

Unloading 48 unused Assets to reduce memory usage. Loaded Objects now: 1658.
Total: 2.475869 ms (FindLiveObjects: 0.168437 ms CreateObjectMapping: 0.032975 
ms MarkObjects: 2.241736 ms  DeleteObjects: 0.024568 ms)

Subscribe to USB device events
Launching external process: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Tools/
UnityShaderCompiler
Launched and connected shader compiler UnityShaderCompiler after 0.07 seconds
EditorUpdateCheck: Response {updateinterval: '3600'} updateurl =  interval = 3600
Issue TrimJob to reduce GI Cache size to maximum 10GB at: '/Users/
mennobuggenhout/Library/Caches/com.unity3d.UnityEditor/GiCache'
Setting up 1 worker threads for Enlighten.
  Thread -> id: 70000a988000 -> priority: 1 



TrimDiskCacheJob: Current cache size 1584mb
Unloading 44 Unused Serialized files (Serialized files now loaded: 0)
System memory in use before: 315.5 MB.
System memory in use after: 315.6 MB.

Unloading 18 unused Assets to reduce memory usage. Loaded Objects now: 3788.
Total: 7.109182 ms (FindLiveObjects: 0.423628 ms CreateObjectMapping: 0.060386 
ms MarkObjects: 6.582490 ms  DeleteObjects: 0.041037 ms)

Refresh: detecting if any assets need to be imported or removed ... Refresh: elapses 
0.014076 seconds (Nothing changed)
Refreshing native plugins compatible for Editor in 0.62 ms, found 2 plugins.
Preloading 1 native plugins for Editor in 0.28 ms.
Refresh: detecting if any assets need to be imported or removed ... Refresh: elapses 
0.010437 seconds (Nothing changed)
Refresh: detecting if any assets need to be imported or removed ... 
Hashing assets ... 0.000 seconds
  file open: 0.000 seconds (2 files)
  file read: 0.000 seconds (0.003 MB)
  hash: 0.000 seconds
----- Compute hash(es) for 1 asset(s).

Refresh: elapses 0.060851 seconds
Updating Assets/Scripts/WorldCreation/CreatePlayer.cs - GUID: 
cb0ab40d6ff0c457b92a9daf4ffe0338...
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
Advertisements/UnityEngine.Advertisements.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/GUISystem/
Standalone/UnityEngine.UI.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/Networking/
Standalone/UnityEngine.Networking.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
UnityHoloLens/Runtime/UnityEngine.HoloLens.dll' because we're compiling for 
Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
UnityPurchasing/UnityEngine.Purchasing.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/UnityVR/
Runtime/UnityEngine.VR.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
 done. [Time: 85.996933 ms] 
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
Advertisements/UnityEngine.Advertisements.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/GUISystem/
Standalone/UnityEngine.UI.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/Networking/
Standalone/UnityEngine.Networking.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
UnityHoloLens/Runtime/UnityEngine.HoloLens.dll' because we're compiling for 
Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
UnityPurchasing/UnityEngine.Purchasing.dll' because we're compiling for Editor



Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/UnityVR/
Runtime/UnityEngine.VR.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
- starting compile Library/ScriptAssemblies/Assembly-CSharp-firstpass.dll, for 
buildtarget 27
Refreshing native plugins compatible for Editor in 0.39 ms, found 2 plugins.
Preloading 1 native plugins for Editor in 0.32 ms.

----- Total AssetImport time: 0.260295s, AssetImport time: 0.195494s, Asset hashing: 
0.000586s [3.1 KB, 5.110606 mb/s]

-----Compiler Commandline Arguments:
Filename: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/MonoBleedingEdge/bin/mono
Arguments: '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/MonoBleedingEdge/lib/mono/4.5/
mcs.exe'  @Temp/UnityTempFile-a7429567fa9314c76a9fda93f0c2309e
index: 81
Responsefile: Temp/UnityTempFile-a7429567fa9314c76a9fda93f0c2309e Contents: 
-debug
-target:library
-nowarn:0169
-langversion:4
-out:'Temp/Assembly-CSharp-firstpass.dll'
-r:'/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Managed/UnityEngine.dll'
-r:'/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/GUISystem/
UnityEngine.UI.dll'
-r:'/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/Networking/
UnityEngine.Networking.dll'
-r:'/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
PlaymodeTestsRunner/UnityEngine.PlaymodeTestsRunner.dll'
-r:'/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/UnityAnalytics/
UnityEngine.Analytics.dll'
-r:'/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/UnityHoloLens/
RuntimeEditor/UnityEngine.HoloLens.dll'
-r:'/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/UnityVR/
RuntimeEditor/UnityEngine.VR.dll'
-r:'/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Managed/UnityEditor.dll'
-define:UNITY_5_3_OR_NEWER
-define:UNITY_5_4_OR_NEWER
-define:UNITY_5_5_OR_NEWER
-define:UNITY_5_5_4
-define:UNITY_5_5
-define:UNITY_5
-define:UNITY_64
-define:ENABLE_AUDIO
-define:ENABLE_CACHING
-define:ENABLE_CLOTH
-define:ENABLE_DUCK_TYPING
-define:ENABLE_GENERICS
-define:ENABLE_MICROPHONE
-define:ENABLE_MULTIPLE_DISPLAYS



-define:ENABLE_PHYSICS
-define:ENABLE_SPRITERENDERER_FLIPPING
-define:ENABLE_SPRITES
-define:ENABLE_TERRAIN
-define:ENABLE_RAKNET
-define:ENABLE_UNET
-define:ENABLE_LZMA
-define:ENABLE_UNITYEVENTS
-define:ENABLE_WEBCAM
-define:ENABLE_WWW
-define:ENABLE_CLOUD_SERVICES_COLLAB
-define:ENABLE_CLOUD_SERVICES_ADS
-define:ENABLE_CLOUD_HUB
-define:ENABLE_CLOUD_PROJECT_ID
-define:ENABLE_CLOUD_SERVICES_UNET
-define:ENABLE_CLOUD_SERVICES_BUILD
-define:ENABLE_CLOUD_LICENSE
-define:ENABLE_EDITOR_METRICS
-define:ENABLE_EDITOR_METRICS_CACHING
-define:INCLUDE_DYNAMIC_GI
-define:INCLUDE_GI
-define:PLATFORM_SUPPORTS_MONO
-define:RENDER_SOFTWARE_CURSOR
-define:INCLUDE_PUBNUB
-define:ENABLE_PLAYMODE_TESTS_RUNNER
-define:ENABLE_SCRIPTING_NEW_CSHARP_COMPILER
-define:UNITY_STANDALONE_OSX
-define:UNITY_STANDALONE
-define:ENABLE_SUBSTANCE
-define:ENABLE_GAMECENTER
-define:ENABLE_RUNTIME_GI
-define:ENABLE_MOVIES
-define:ENABLE_NETWORK
-define:ENABLE_CRUNCH_TEXTURE_COMPRESSION
-define:ENABLE_UNITYWEBREQUEST
-define:ENABLE_CLOUD_SERVICES
-define:ENABLE_CLOUD_SERVICES_ANALYTICS
-define:ENABLE_CLOUD_SERVICES_PURCHASING
-define:ENABLE_CLOUD_SERVICES_CRASH_REPORTING
-define:ENABLE_VIDEO
-define:ENABLE_VR
-define:ENABLE_CLUSTERINPUT
-define:ENABLE_WEBSOCKET_HOST
-define:ENABLE_MONO
-define:ENABLE_PROFILER
-define:DEBUG
-define:TRACE
-define:UNITY_ASSERTIONS
-define:UNITY_EDITOR
-define:UNITY_EDITOR_64



-define:UNITY_EDITOR_OSX
-define:UNITY_TEAM_LICENSE
'Assets/Standard Assets/Effects/Bloom/Bloom.cs'
'Assets/Standard Assets/Effects/Common/ImageEffectHelper.cs'
'Assets/Standard Assets/Effects/Common/MinAttribute.cs'
'Assets/Standard Assets/Effects/Common/RenderTextureUtility.cs'
'Assets/Standard Assets/Effects/LensAberrations/LensAberrations.cs'
-r:'/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/MonoBleedingEdge/lib/mono/unity/
System.Runtime.Serialization.dll'
-r:'/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/MonoBleedingEdge/lib/mono/unity/
System.Xml.Linq.dll'
-r:'/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/MonoBleedingEdge/lib/mono/unity/
UnityScript.dll'
-r:'/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/MonoBleedingEdge/lib/mono/unity/
UnityScript.Lang.dll'
-r:'/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/MonoBleedingEdge/lib/mono/unity/
Boo.Lang.dll'
-sdk:unity

-----CompilerOutput:-stdout--exitcode: 0--compilationhadfailure: False--outfile: Temp/
Assembly-CSharp-firstpass.dll
Compilation succeeded - 1 warning(s)
-----CompilerOutput:-stderr----------
Assets/Standard Assets/Effects/Common/ImageEffectHelper.cs(24,69): warning 
CS0618: `UnityEngine.SystemInfo.supportsRenderTextures' is obsolete: 
`supportsRenderTextures always returns true, no need to call it'
-----EndCompilerOutput---------------
- Finished compile Library/ScriptAssemblies/Assembly-CSharp-firstpass.dll
WeaveUnetFromEditor Temp/Assembly-CSharp-firstpass.dll
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Managed/
Unity.UNetWeaver.dll (this message is harmless)
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
Advertisements/UnityEngine.Advertisements.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/GUISystem/
Standalone/UnityEngine.UI.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/Networking/
Standalone/UnityEngine.Networking.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
UnityHoloLens/Runtime/UnityEngine.HoloLens.dll' because we're compiling for 
Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
UnityPurchasing/UnityEngine.Purchasing.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/UnityVR/
Runtime/UnityEngine.VR.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
WeaveAssemblies unityPath= /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Managed/
UnityEngine.dll
WeaveAssemblies unetPath= /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/
UnityExtensions/Unity/Networking/UnityEngine.Networking.dll
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Managed/
Mono.Cecil.Pdb.dll (this message is harmless)



Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Managed/
Mono.Cecil.Mdb.dll (this message is harmless)
Symbols will be read from Temp/Assembly-CSharp-firstpass.dll.mdb
Script Module: Assembly-CSharp-firstpass.dll
Pass: 0 took 12 milliseconds
Pass: 1 took 14 milliseconds
Assets/Standard Assets/Effects/Common/ImageEffectHelper.cs(24,69): warning 
CS0618: `UnityEngine.SystemInfo.supportsRenderTextures' is obsolete: 
`supportsRenderTextures always returns true, no need to call it'
 
(Filename: Assets/Standard Assets/Effects/Common/ImageEffectHelper.cs Line: 24)

Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
Advertisements/UnityEngine.Advertisements.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/GUISystem/
Standalone/UnityEngine.UI.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/Networking/
Standalone/UnityEngine.Networking.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
UnityHoloLens/Runtime/UnityEngine.HoloLens.dll' because we're compiling for 
Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
UnityPurchasing/UnityEngine.Purchasing.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/UnityVR/
Runtime/UnityEngine.VR.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
- starting compile Library/ScriptAssemblies/Assembly-CSharp.dll, for buildtarget 27
- starting compile Library/ScriptAssemblies/Assembly-CSharp-Editor-firstpass.dll, for 
buildtarget 27

-----Compiler Commandline Arguments:
Filename: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/MonoBleedingEdge/bin/mono
Arguments: '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/MonoBleedingEdge/lib/mono/4.5/
mcs.exe'  @Temp/UnityTempFile-ffe43fc4d304f4303b70374c08e9f494
index: 81
Responsefile: Temp/UnityTempFile-ffe43fc4d304f4303b70374c08e9f494 Contents: 
-debug
-target:library
-nowarn:0169
-langversion:4
-out:'Temp/Assembly-CSharp.dll'
-r:'/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Managed/UnityEngine.dll'
-r:'Library/ScriptAssemblies/Assembly-CSharp-firstpass.dll'
-r:'/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/GUISystem/
UnityEngine.UI.dll'
-r:'/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/Networking/
UnityEngine.Networking.dll'
-r:'/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
PlaymodeTestsRunner/UnityEngine.PlaymodeTestsRunner.dll'
-r:'/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/UnityAnalytics/
UnityEngine.Analytics.dll'



-r:'/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/UnityHoloLens/
RuntimeEditor/UnityEngine.HoloLens.dll'
-r:'/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/UnityVR/
RuntimeEditor/UnityEngine.VR.dll'
-r:'/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Managed/UnityEditor.dll'
-define:UNITY_5_3_OR_NEWER
-define:UNITY_5_4_OR_NEWER
-define:UNITY_5_5_OR_NEWER
-define:UNITY_5_5_4
-define:UNITY_5_5
-define:UNITY_5
-define:UNITY_64
-define:ENABLE_AUDIO
-define:ENABLE_CACHING
-define:ENABLE_CLOTH
-define:ENABLE_DUCK_TYPING
-define:ENABLE_GENERICS
-define:ENABLE_MICROPHONE
-define:ENABLE_MULTIPLE_DISPLAYS
-define:ENABLE_PHYSICS
-define:ENABLE_SPRITERENDERER_FLIPPING
-define:ENABLE_SPRITES
-define:ENABLE_TERRAIN
-define:ENABLE_RAKNET
-define:ENABLE_UNET
-define:ENABLE_LZMA
-define:ENABLE_UNITYEVENTS
-define:ENABLE_WEBCAM
-define:ENABLE_WWW
-define:ENABLE_CLOUD_SERVICES_COLLAB
-define:ENABLE_CLOUD_SERVICES_ADS
-define:ENABLE_CLOUD_HUB
-define:ENABLE_CLOUD_PROJECT_ID
-define:ENABLE_CLOUD_SERVICES_UNET
-define:ENABLE_CLOUD_SERVICES_BUILD
-define:ENABLE_CLOUD_LICENSE
-define:ENABLE_EDITOR_METRICS
-define:ENABLE_EDITOR_METRICS_CACHING
-define:INCLUDE_DYNAMIC_GI
-define:INCLUDE_GI
-define:PLATFORM_SUPPORTS_MONO
-define:RENDER_SOFTWARE_CURSOR
-define:INCLUDE_PUBNUB
-define:ENABLE_PLAYMODE_TESTS_RUNNER
-define:ENABLE_SCRIPTING_NEW_CSHARP_COMPILER
-define:UNITY_STANDALONE_OSX
-define:UNITY_STANDALONE
-define:ENABLE_SUBSTANCE
-define:ENABLE_GAMECENTER
-define:ENABLE_RUNTIME_GI



-define:ENABLE_MOVIES
-define:ENABLE_NETWORK
-define:ENABLE_CRUNCH_TEXTURE_COMPRESSION
-define:ENABLE_UNITYWEBREQUEST
-define:ENABLE_CLOUD_SERVICES
-define:ENABLE_CLOUD_SERVICES_ANALYTICS
-define:ENABLE_CLOUD_SERVICES_PURCHASING
-define:ENABLE_CLOUD_SERVICES_CRASH_REPORTING
-define:ENABLE_VIDEO
-define:ENABLE_VR
-define:ENABLE_CLUSTERINPUT
-define:ENABLE_WEBSOCKET_HOST
-define:ENABLE_MONO
-define:ENABLE_PROFILER
-define:DEBUG
-define:TRACE
-define:UNITY_ASSERTIONS
-define:UNITY_EDITOR
-define:UNITY_EDITOR_64
-define:UNITY_EDITOR_OSX
-define:UNITY_TEAM_LICENSE
'Assets/Catlike/Procedural Mesh/Grid.cs'
'Assets/Catlike/Procedural Texture/TextureCreator.cs'
'Assets/EffectExamples/Shared/Scripts/DecalDestroyer.cs'
'Assets/EffectExamples/Shared/Scripts/GunAim.cs'
'Assets/EffectExamples/Shared/Scripts/GunShoot.cs'
'Assets/EffectExamples/Shared/Scripts/ParticleExamples.cs'
'Assets/EffectExamples/Shared/Scripts/ParticleMenu.cs'
'Assets/HardShellStudios/First Person Controller/Scripts/Player_Look.cs'
'Assets/HardShellStudios/First Person Controller/Scripts/Player_Move.cs'
'Assets/HardShellStudios/Input Manager/Examples/UI_Manager.cs'
'Assets/HardShellStudios/Input Manager/Scripts/hardInput.cs'
'Assets/HardShellStudios/Input Manager/Scripts/hardInputUI.cs'
'Assets/HardShellStudios/Input Manager/Scripts/hardKey.cs'
'Assets/HardShellStudios/Input Manager/Scripts/hardManager.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/AI/AIAmmoManager.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/AI/AIDamage.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/AI/AIFire.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/AI/AIMovement.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/AI/EnemyManager.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/AI/FacesPlayer.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/AI/StateBehaviours/AttackBehaviour.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/AI/StateBehaviours/IdleBehaviour.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/AI/StateBehaviours/StateBehaviour.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/AI/StateBehaviours/WanderBehaviour.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/AI/StateChecks/AttackCheck.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/AI/StateChecks/IdleCheck.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/AI/StateChecks/StateCheck.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/AI/StateChecks/WanderCheck.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/AI/StateManager.cs'



'Assets/Scripts/Actor/BeamFire.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/DamageHandler.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/ExhaustMovement.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/Fire.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/ForceFieldDamage.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/Player/PlayerDamage.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/Player/PlayerFire.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/Player/PlayerMiddle.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/Player/PlayerMovement.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/Player/PlayerShipMovement.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/ProjectileFire.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/ResourceHolder.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/ResourceManager.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/Ship/ExhaustCreator.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/Ship/NonUfo.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/Ship/Ship.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/Ship/ShipCreator.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/Ship/ShipMovement.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/Ship/ShipPartHolder.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/Ship/ShipPartManager.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/Ship/StartShip.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/Ship/Ufo.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/UmbilicalBehaviour.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/UmbilicalGraphics.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Ammo/ActorAmmoManager.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Ammo/Ammo.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Ammo/AmmoCollision.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Ammo/AmmoManager.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Ammo/AmmoSelfDestructAtDistance.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Ammo/AmmoTypeHolder.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Ammo/Beam/BeamOwner.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Ammo/Beam/SelfDestructBeam.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Ammo/Beam/TractObjGlow.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Ammo/Beam/TractorBeamCollision.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Ammo/Beam/TractorBeamGrowth.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Ammo/Projectile/ProjectileCollision.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Ammo/Projectile/ProjectileMovement.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Ammo/Projectile/SelfDestructAtDistance.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Ammo/WeaponSpotManager.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Audio/AudioData.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Audio/AudioManager.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Audio/ShipAudio.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Audio/UmbilicalAudio.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Graphics/ColorLerper.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Graphics/Lerper.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Graphics/SpriteColorLerper.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Graphics/TextColorLerper.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Graphics/Trail.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Missions/GetToGoal.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Missions/Goal.cs'



'Assets/Scripts/Missions/Mission.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Missions/MissionCreator.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Missions/MissionManager.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Missions/TryOutKeys.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Procedural/MeshCombiner.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Save/HotkeySaver.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Save/ProfileManager.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Save/Save.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Save/SavePlayerCreationMode.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Save/SaveStage.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Story/IntroLoader.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Story/StageLoader.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Story/Story.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Story/StoryManager.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Story/Zoom.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Test/DisplayActiveAmmo.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Test/DisplayNumAsteroids.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Test/LogStuffInEditor.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Test/ProfileTest.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Test/ResetStuffInEditor.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Test/TimeScale.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Time Reversal/MovModeSaver.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Time Reversal/RBData.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Time Reversal/TimeRevStartData.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Time Reversal/TimeReverser.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Time Reversal/TransformData.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Add.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/AddItemToScrollView.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Buttons/AddMissionToScrollView.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Buttons/AddProfileButtonToScrollView.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Buttons/AlphaButton.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Buttons/CanvasHider.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Buttons/CanvasShower.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Buttons/CanvasSwitchButton.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Buttons/HotkeyButton.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Buttons/KeyPrompt.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Buttons/OptionsButton.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Buttons/ProfileButton.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Buttons/ProfileEditorBackButton.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Buttons/ProfileEditorButton.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Buttons/QuitButton.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Buttons/RemoveModeButton.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Buttons/RemoveQueryButtons.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Buttons/ResetButtonOnClick.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Buttons/StartButton.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Camera/AbortedCanvasToggle.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Camera/CameraFollow.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Camera/CameraZoom.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Camera/RecScreenCanvasToggle.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Camera/ReplayScreenCanvasToggle.cs'



'Assets/Scripts/UI/Camera/StarSkyGen.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/ColliderResizer.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/DefaultHotkeys.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Error/MainMenuErrors.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/FirstProfileInputField.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/GeneratePlane.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/HotkeyButtonsGrid.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/HotkeyManager.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/HotkeysButton.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/InputBlocker.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/KeyboardMode.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/MeshComb.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/MeshCreator.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/NewProfileInputField.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/NumButtonManager.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/OptionsCanvas.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/ProfileTextAnimation.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/ResetInputField.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/SetToTextBoundaries.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Stats/Bar.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Stats/CanvasHandler.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Stats/ForceFieldBar.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Stats/HealthBar.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Stats/KeyboardLayouts.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Stats/ProfStatics.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/TextMeshColorLerper.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/ToggleProfileText.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/UIHelpFuncts.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/UIParticleSystem.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Utility/CamHelpFunc.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Utility/Direction.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Utility/DontDestroyOnLoad.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Utility/ExplosionForce.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Utility/ExposePropertyAttribute.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Utility/HypotheticalCollision.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Utility/LayerCheck.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Utility/PlayerInfo.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Utility/ProbFuncts.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Utility/StateHelpFunc.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Utility/StaticCoroutines.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Utility/StringHelpFuncts.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Utility/VectHelpFunc.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/World Object/Asteroid/AddRandomStartForce.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/World Object/Asteroid/AsteroidDamage.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/World Object/Asteroid/AsteroidExplosion.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/World Object/Asteroid/AsteroidSelfDestructAtDistance.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/World Object/Asteroid/ForceDamOnColl.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/WorldCreation/CreateAsteroid.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/WorldCreation/CreatePlayer.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/WorldCreation/DebrisData.cs'



'Assets/Scripts/WorldCreation/EndlessWorld.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/WorldCreation/EnemyCreator.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/WorldCreation/EnvironmentManager.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/WorldCreation/InitWorld.cs'
-r:'/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/MonoBleedingEdge/lib/mono/unity/
System.Runtime.Serialization.dll'
-r:'/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/MonoBleedingEdge/lib/mono/unity/
System.Xml.Linq.dll'
-r:'/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/MonoBleedingEdge/lib/mono/unity/
UnityScript.dll'
-r:'/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/MonoBleedingEdge/lib/mono/unity/
UnityScript.Lang.dll'
-r:'/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/MonoBleedingEdge/lib/mono/unity/
Boo.Lang.dll'
-sdk:unity

-----CompilerOutput:-stdout--exitcode: 1--compilationhadfailure: True--outfile: Temp/
Assembly-CSharp.dll
Compilation failed: 1 error(s), 11 warnings
-----CompilerOutput:-stderr----------
Assets/Scripts/Actor/AI/AIDamage.cs(9,7): warning CS0114: `AIDamage.Start()' 
hides inherited member `ForceFieldDamage.Start()'. To make the current member 
override that implementation, add the override keyword. Otherwise add the new 
keyword
Assets/Scripts/Actor/ForceFieldDamage.cs(17,26): (Location of the symbol related to 
previous warning)
Assets/Scripts/Actor/ProjectileFire.cs(18,7): warning CS0114: 
`ProjectileFire.Update()' hides inherited member `Fire.Update()'. To make the current 
member override that implementation, add the override keyword. Otherwise add the 
new keyword
Assets/Scripts/Actor/Fire.cs(12,25): (Location of the symbol related to previous 
warning)
Assets/Scripts/World Object/Asteroid/AsteroidDamage.cs(11,7): warning CS0114: 
`AsteroidDamage.Start()' hides inherited member `DamageHandler.Start()'. To make 
the current member override that implementation, add the override keyword. 
Otherwise add the new keyword
Assets/Scripts/Actor/DamageHandler.cs(17,25): (Location of the symbol related to 
previous warning)
Assets/Catlike/Procedural Texture/TextureCreator.cs(36,9): warning CS0219: The 
variable `stepSize' is assigned but its value is never used
Assets/Scripts/Ammo/ActorAmmoManager.cs(35,4): warning CS0162: Unreachable 
code detected
Assets/Scripts/Ammo/ActorAmmoManager.cs(40,4): warning CS0162: Unreachable 
code detected
Assets/Scripts/Ammo/AmmoManager.cs(20,4): warning CS0162: Unreachable code 
detected
Assets/Scripts/UI/UIParticleSystem.cs(66,20): warning CS0618: 
`UnityEngine.ParticleSystem.scalingMode' is obsolete: `scalingMode property is 
deprecated. Use main.scalingMode instead.'
Assets/Scripts/UI/UIParticleSystem.cs(97,61): warning CS0618: 



`UnityEngine.ParticleSystem.maxParticles' is obsolete: `maxParticles property is 
deprecated. Use main.maxParticles instead.'
Assets/Scripts/UI/UIParticleSystem.cs(152,40): warning CS0618: 
`UnityEngine.ParticleSystem.simulationSpace' is obsolete: `simulationSpace 
property is deprecated. Use main.simulationSpace instead.'
Assets/Scripts/UI/UIParticleSystem.cs(159,24): warning CS0618: 
`UnityEngine.ParticleSystem.scalingMode' is obsolete: `scalingMode property is 
deprecated. Use main.scalingMode instead.'
Assets/Scripts/WorldCreation/CreatePlayer.cs(93,14): error CS0161: 
`CreatePlayer.AddAmmo(UnityEngine.GameObject, AmmoType[], 
WeaponSpotType[])': not all code paths return a value
-----EndCompilerOutput---------------
- Finished compile Library/ScriptAssemblies/Assembly-CSharp.dll
Assets/Scripts/Actor/AI/AIDamage.cs(9,7): warning CS0114: `AIDamage.Start()' 
hides inherited member `ForceFieldDamage.Start()'. To make the current member 
override that implementation, add the override keyword. Otherwise add the new 
keyword
 
(Filename: Assets/Scripts/Actor/AI/AIDamage.cs Line: 9)

Assets/Scripts/Actor/ProjectileFire.cs(18,7): warning CS0114: 
`ProjectileFire.Update()' hides inherited member `Fire.Update()'. To make the current 
member override that implementation, add the override keyword. Otherwise add the 
new keyword
 
(Filename: Assets/Scripts/Actor/ProjectileFire.cs Line: 18)

Assets/Scripts/World Object/Asteroid/AsteroidDamage.cs(11,7): warning CS0114: 
`AsteroidDamage.Start()' hides inherited member `DamageHandler.Start()'. To make 
the current member override that implementation, add the override keyword. 
Otherwise add the new keyword
 
(Filename: Assets/Scripts/World Object/Asteroid/AsteroidDamage.cs Line: 11)

Assets/Catlike/Procedural Texture/TextureCreator.cs(36,9): warning CS0219: The 
variable `stepSize' is assigned but its value is never used
 
(Filename: Assets/Catlike/Procedural Texture/TextureCreator.cs Line: 36)

Assets/Scripts/Ammo/ActorAmmoManager.cs(35,4): warning CS0162: Unreachable 
code detected
 
(Filename: Assets/Scripts/Ammo/ActorAmmoManager.cs Line: 35)

Assets/Scripts/Ammo/ActorAmmoManager.cs(40,4): warning CS0162: Unreachable 
code detected
 
(Filename: Assets/Scripts/Ammo/ActorAmmoManager.cs Line: 40)

Assets/Scripts/Ammo/AmmoManager.cs(20,4): warning CS0162: Unreachable code 



detected
 
(Filename: Assets/Scripts/Ammo/AmmoManager.cs Line: 20)

Assets/Scripts/UI/UIParticleSystem.cs(66,20): warning CS0618: 
`UnityEngine.ParticleSystem.scalingMode' is obsolete: `scalingMode property is 
deprecated. Use main.scalingMode instead.'
 
(Filename: Assets/Scripts/UI/UIParticleSystem.cs Line: 66)

Assets/Scripts/UI/UIParticleSystem.cs(97,61): warning CS0618: 
`UnityEngine.ParticleSystem.maxParticles' is obsolete: `maxParticles property is 
deprecated. Use main.maxParticles instead.'
 
(Filename: Assets/Scripts/UI/UIParticleSystem.cs Line: 97)

Assets/Scripts/UI/UIParticleSystem.cs(152,40): warning CS0618: 
`UnityEngine.ParticleSystem.simulationSpace' is obsolete: `simulationSpace 
property is deprecated. Use main.simulationSpace instead.'
 
(Filename: Assets/Scripts/UI/UIParticleSystem.cs Line: 152)

Assets/Scripts/UI/UIParticleSystem.cs(159,24): warning CS0618: 
`UnityEngine.ParticleSystem.scalingMode' is obsolete: `scalingMode property is 
deprecated. Use main.scalingMode instead.'
 
(Filename: Assets/Scripts/UI/UIParticleSystem.cs Line: 159)

Assets/Scripts/WorldCreation/CreatePlayer.cs(93,14): error CS0161: 
`CreatePlayer.AddAmmo(UnityEngine.GameObject, AmmoType[], 
WeaponSpotType[])': not all code paths return a value
 
(Filename: Assets/Scripts/WorldCreation/CreatePlayer.cs Line: 93)

- Finished compile Library/ScriptAssemblies/Assembly-CSharp-Editor-firstpass.dll
WeaveUnetFromEditor Temp/Assembly-CSharp-Editor-firstpass.dll
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
Advertisements/UnityEngine.Advertisements.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/GUISystem/
Standalone/UnityEngine.UI.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/Networking/
Standalone/UnityEngine.Networking.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
UnityHoloLens/Runtime/UnityEngine.HoloLens.dll' because we're compiling for 
Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
UnityPurchasing/UnityEngine.Purchasing.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/UnityVR/
Runtime/UnityEngine.VR.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
WeaveAssemblies unityPath= /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Managed/



UnityEngine.dll
WeaveAssemblies unetPath= /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/
UnityExtensions/Unity/Networking/UnityEngine.Networking.dll
Symbols will be read from Temp/Assembly-CSharp-Editor-firstpass.dll.mdb
Script Module: Assembly-CSharp-Editor-firstpass.dll
Pass: 0 took 20 milliseconds
Pass: 1 took 0 milliseconds
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
Advertisements/UnityEngine.Advertisements.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/GUISystem/
Standalone/UnityEngine.UI.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/Networking/
Standalone/UnityEngine.Networking.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
UnityHoloLens/Runtime/UnityEngine.HoloLens.dll' because we're compiling for 
Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
UnityPurchasing/UnityEngine.Purchasing.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/UnityVR/
Runtime/UnityEngine.VR.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
Advertisements/UnityEngine.Advertisements.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/GUISystem/
Standalone/UnityEngine.UI.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/Networking/
Standalone/UnityEngine.Networking.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
UnityHoloLens/Runtime/UnityEngine.HoloLens.dll' because we're compiling for 
Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
UnityPurchasing/UnityEngine.Purchasing.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/UnityVR/
Runtime/UnityEngine.VR.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
EditorHelper: Attempting to open file: /Users/Shared/Unity/Space Shooter/Assets/
Scripts/WorldCreation/CreatePlayer.cs at line: 93.
EditorHelper: Attempting to open file (using Apple events): /Users/Shared/Unity/
Space Shooter/Space Shooter.sln.
EditorHelper: Attempting to open file (using Apple events): /Users/Shared/Unity/
Space Shooter/Assets/Scripts/WorldCreation/CreatePlayer.cs line: 93.
Refresh: detecting if any assets need to be imported or removed ... 
Hashing assets ... 0.000 seconds
  file open: 0.000 seconds (2 files)
  file read: 0.000 seconds (0.003 MB)
  hash: 0.000 seconds
----- Compute hash(es) for 1 asset(s).

Refresh: elapses 0.009149 seconds
Updating Assets/Scripts/WorldCreation/CreatePlayer.cs - GUID: 
cb0ab40d6ff0c457b92a9daf4ffe0338...
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/



Advertisements/UnityEngine.Advertisements.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/GUISystem/
Standalone/UnityEngine.UI.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/Networking/
Standalone/UnityEngine.Networking.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
UnityHoloLens/Runtime/UnityEngine.HoloLens.dll' because we're compiling for 
Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
UnityPurchasing/UnityEngine.Purchasing.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/UnityVR/
Runtime/UnityEngine.VR.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
 done. [Time: 11.016324 ms] 
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
Advertisements/UnityEngine.Advertisements.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/GUISystem/
Standalone/UnityEngine.UI.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/Networking/
Standalone/UnityEngine.Networking.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
UnityHoloLens/Runtime/UnityEngine.HoloLens.dll' because we're compiling for 
Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
UnityPurchasing/UnityEngine.Purchasing.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/UnityVR/
Runtime/UnityEngine.VR.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
- starting compile Library/ScriptAssemblies/Assembly-CSharp.dll, for buildtarget 27
Refreshing native plugins compatible for Editor in 0.38 ms, found 2 plugins.
Preloading 1 native plugins for Editor in 0.34 ms.

----- Total AssetImport time: 0.094530s, AssetImport time: 0.085671s, Asset hashing: 
0.000322s [3.1 KB, 9.306437 mb/s]

-----Compiler Commandline Arguments:
Filename: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/MonoBleedingEdge/bin/mono
Arguments: '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/MonoBleedingEdge/lib/mono/4.5/
mcs.exe'  @Temp/UnityTempFile-35e7f1212ac954a278ba03e1506dce75
index: 81
Responsefile: Temp/UnityTempFile-35e7f1212ac954a278ba03e1506dce75 
Contents: 
-debug
-target:library
-nowarn:0169
-langversion:4
-out:'Temp/Assembly-CSharp.dll'
-r:'/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Managed/UnityEngine.dll'
-r:'Library/ScriptAssemblies/Assembly-CSharp-firstpass.dll'
-r:'/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/GUISystem/
UnityEngine.UI.dll'



-r:'/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/Networking/
UnityEngine.Networking.dll'
-r:'/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
PlaymodeTestsRunner/UnityEngine.PlaymodeTestsRunner.dll'
-r:'/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/UnityAnalytics/
UnityEngine.Analytics.dll'
-r:'/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/UnityHoloLens/
RuntimeEditor/UnityEngine.HoloLens.dll'
-r:'/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/UnityVR/
RuntimeEditor/UnityEngine.VR.dll'
-r:'/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Managed/UnityEditor.dll'
-define:UNITY_5_3_OR_NEWER
-define:UNITY_5_4_OR_NEWER
-define:UNITY_5_5_OR_NEWER
-define:UNITY_5_5_4
-define:UNITY_5_5
-define:UNITY_5
-define:UNITY_64
-define:ENABLE_AUDIO
-define:ENABLE_CACHING
-define:ENABLE_CLOTH
-define:ENABLE_DUCK_TYPING
-define:ENABLE_GENERICS
-define:ENABLE_MICROPHONE
-define:ENABLE_MULTIPLE_DISPLAYS
-define:ENABLE_PHYSICS
-define:ENABLE_SPRITERENDERER_FLIPPING
-define:ENABLE_SPRITES
-define:ENABLE_TERRAIN
-define:ENABLE_RAKNET
-define:ENABLE_UNET
-define:ENABLE_LZMA
-define:ENABLE_UNITYEVENTS
-define:ENABLE_WEBCAM
-define:ENABLE_WWW
-define:ENABLE_CLOUD_SERVICES_COLLAB
-define:ENABLE_CLOUD_SERVICES_ADS
-define:ENABLE_CLOUD_HUB
-define:ENABLE_CLOUD_PROJECT_ID
-define:ENABLE_CLOUD_SERVICES_UNET
-define:ENABLE_CLOUD_SERVICES_BUILD
-define:ENABLE_CLOUD_LICENSE
-define:ENABLE_EDITOR_METRICS
-define:ENABLE_EDITOR_METRICS_CACHING
-define:INCLUDE_DYNAMIC_GI
-define:INCLUDE_GI
-define:PLATFORM_SUPPORTS_MONO
-define:RENDER_SOFTWARE_CURSOR
-define:INCLUDE_PUBNUB
-define:ENABLE_PLAYMODE_TESTS_RUNNER



-define:ENABLE_SCRIPTING_NEW_CSHARP_COMPILER
-define:UNITY_STANDALONE_OSX
-define:UNITY_STANDALONE
-define:ENABLE_SUBSTANCE
-define:ENABLE_GAMECENTER
-define:ENABLE_RUNTIME_GI
-define:ENABLE_MOVIES
-define:ENABLE_NETWORK
-define:ENABLE_CRUNCH_TEXTURE_COMPRESSION
-define:ENABLE_UNITYWEBREQUEST
-define:ENABLE_CLOUD_SERVICES
-define:ENABLE_CLOUD_SERVICES_ANALYTICS
-define:ENABLE_CLOUD_SERVICES_PURCHASING
-define:ENABLE_CLOUD_SERVICES_CRASH_REPORTING
-define:ENABLE_VIDEO
-define:ENABLE_VR
-define:ENABLE_CLUSTERINPUT
-define:ENABLE_WEBSOCKET_HOST
-define:ENABLE_MONO
-define:ENABLE_PROFILER
-define:DEBUG
-define:TRACE
-define:UNITY_ASSERTIONS
-define:UNITY_EDITOR
-define:UNITY_EDITOR_64
-define:UNITY_EDITOR_OSX
-define:UNITY_TEAM_LICENSE
'Assets/Catlike/Procedural Mesh/Grid.cs'
'Assets/Catlike/Procedural Texture/TextureCreator.cs'
'Assets/EffectExamples/Shared/Scripts/DecalDestroyer.cs'
'Assets/EffectExamples/Shared/Scripts/GunAim.cs'
'Assets/EffectExamples/Shared/Scripts/GunShoot.cs'
'Assets/EffectExamples/Shared/Scripts/ParticleExamples.cs'
'Assets/EffectExamples/Shared/Scripts/ParticleMenu.cs'
'Assets/HardShellStudios/First Person Controller/Scripts/Player_Look.cs'
'Assets/HardShellStudios/First Person Controller/Scripts/Player_Move.cs'
'Assets/HardShellStudios/Input Manager/Examples/UI_Manager.cs'
'Assets/HardShellStudios/Input Manager/Scripts/hardInput.cs'
'Assets/HardShellStudios/Input Manager/Scripts/hardInputUI.cs'
'Assets/HardShellStudios/Input Manager/Scripts/hardKey.cs'
'Assets/HardShellStudios/Input Manager/Scripts/hardManager.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/AI/AIAmmoManager.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/AI/AIDamage.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/AI/AIFire.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/AI/AIMovement.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/AI/EnemyManager.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/AI/FacesPlayer.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/AI/StateBehaviours/AttackBehaviour.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/AI/StateBehaviours/IdleBehaviour.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/AI/StateBehaviours/StateBehaviour.cs'



'Assets/Scripts/Actor/AI/StateBehaviours/WanderBehaviour.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/AI/StateChecks/AttackCheck.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/AI/StateChecks/IdleCheck.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/AI/StateChecks/StateCheck.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/AI/StateChecks/WanderCheck.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/AI/StateManager.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/BeamFire.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/DamageHandler.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/ExhaustMovement.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/Fire.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/ForceFieldDamage.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/Player/PlayerDamage.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/Player/PlayerFire.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/Player/PlayerMiddle.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/Player/PlayerMovement.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/Player/PlayerShipMovement.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/ProjectileFire.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/ResourceHolder.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/ResourceManager.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/Ship/ExhaustCreator.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/Ship/NonUfo.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/Ship/Ship.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/Ship/ShipCreator.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/Ship/ShipMovement.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/Ship/ShipPartHolder.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/Ship/ShipPartManager.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/Ship/StartShip.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/Ship/Ufo.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/UmbilicalBehaviour.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Actor/UmbilicalGraphics.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Ammo/ActorAmmoManager.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Ammo/Ammo.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Ammo/AmmoCollision.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Ammo/AmmoManager.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Ammo/AmmoSelfDestructAtDistance.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Ammo/AmmoTypeHolder.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Ammo/Beam/BeamOwner.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Ammo/Beam/SelfDestructBeam.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Ammo/Beam/TractObjGlow.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Ammo/Beam/TractorBeamCollision.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Ammo/Beam/TractorBeamGrowth.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Ammo/Projectile/ProjectileCollision.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Ammo/Projectile/ProjectileMovement.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Ammo/Projectile/SelfDestructAtDistance.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Ammo/WeaponSpotManager.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Audio/AudioData.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Audio/AudioManager.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Audio/ShipAudio.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Audio/UmbilicalAudio.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Graphics/ColorLerper.cs'



'Assets/Scripts/Graphics/Lerper.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Graphics/SpriteColorLerper.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Graphics/TextColorLerper.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Graphics/Trail.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Missions/GetToGoal.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Missions/Goal.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Missions/Mission.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Missions/MissionCreator.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Missions/MissionManager.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Missions/TryOutKeys.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Procedural/MeshCombiner.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Save/HotkeySaver.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Save/ProfileManager.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Save/Save.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Save/SavePlayerCreationMode.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Save/SaveStage.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Story/IntroLoader.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Story/StageLoader.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Story/Story.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Story/StoryManager.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Story/Zoom.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Test/DisplayActiveAmmo.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Test/DisplayNumAsteroids.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Test/LogStuffInEditor.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Test/ProfileTest.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Test/ResetStuffInEditor.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Test/TimeScale.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Time Reversal/MovModeSaver.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Time Reversal/RBData.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Time Reversal/TimeRevStartData.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Time Reversal/TimeReverser.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Time Reversal/TransformData.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Add.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/AddItemToScrollView.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Buttons/AddMissionToScrollView.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Buttons/AddProfileButtonToScrollView.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Buttons/AlphaButton.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Buttons/CanvasHider.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Buttons/CanvasShower.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Buttons/CanvasSwitchButton.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Buttons/HotkeyButton.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Buttons/KeyPrompt.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Buttons/OptionsButton.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Buttons/ProfileButton.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Buttons/ProfileEditorBackButton.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Buttons/ProfileEditorButton.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Buttons/QuitButton.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Buttons/RemoveModeButton.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Buttons/RemoveQueryButtons.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Buttons/ResetButtonOnClick.cs'



'Assets/Scripts/UI/Buttons/StartButton.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Camera/AbortedCanvasToggle.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Camera/CameraFollow.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Camera/CameraZoom.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Camera/RecScreenCanvasToggle.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Camera/ReplayScreenCanvasToggle.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Camera/StarSkyGen.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/ColliderResizer.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/DefaultHotkeys.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Error/MainMenuErrors.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/FirstProfileInputField.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/GeneratePlane.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/HotkeyButtonsGrid.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/HotkeyManager.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/HotkeysButton.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/InputBlocker.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/KeyboardMode.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/MeshComb.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/MeshCreator.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/NewProfileInputField.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/NumButtonManager.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/OptionsCanvas.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/ProfileTextAnimation.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/ResetInputField.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/SetToTextBoundaries.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Stats/Bar.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Stats/CanvasHandler.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Stats/ForceFieldBar.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Stats/HealthBar.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Stats/KeyboardLayouts.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/Stats/ProfStatics.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/TextMeshColorLerper.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/ToggleProfileText.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/UIHelpFuncts.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/UI/UIParticleSystem.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Utility/CamHelpFunc.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Utility/Direction.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Utility/DontDestroyOnLoad.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Utility/ExplosionForce.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Utility/ExposePropertyAttribute.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Utility/HypotheticalCollision.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Utility/LayerCheck.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Utility/PlayerInfo.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Utility/ProbFuncts.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Utility/StateHelpFunc.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Utility/StaticCoroutines.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Utility/StringHelpFuncts.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/Utility/VectHelpFunc.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/World Object/Asteroid/AddRandomStartForce.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/World Object/Asteroid/AsteroidDamage.cs'



'Assets/Scripts/World Object/Asteroid/AsteroidExplosion.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/World Object/Asteroid/AsteroidSelfDestructAtDistance.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/World Object/Asteroid/ForceDamOnColl.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/WorldCreation/CreateAsteroid.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/WorldCreation/CreatePlayer.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/WorldCreation/DebrisData.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/WorldCreation/EndlessWorld.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/WorldCreation/EnemyCreator.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/WorldCreation/EnvironmentManager.cs'
'Assets/Scripts/WorldCreation/InitWorld.cs'
-r:'/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/MonoBleedingEdge/lib/mono/unity/
System.Runtime.Serialization.dll'
-r:'/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/MonoBleedingEdge/lib/mono/unity/
System.Xml.Linq.dll'
-r:'/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/MonoBleedingEdge/lib/mono/unity/
UnityScript.dll'
-r:'/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/MonoBleedingEdge/lib/mono/unity/
UnityScript.Lang.dll'
-r:'/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/MonoBleedingEdge/lib/mono/unity/
Boo.Lang.dll'
-sdk:unity

-----CompilerOutput:-stdout--exitcode: 0--compilationhadfailure: False--outfile: Temp/
Assembly-CSharp.dll
Compilation succeeded - 30 warning(s)
-----CompilerOutput:-stderr----------
Assets/Scripts/Actor/AI/AIDamage.cs(9,7): warning CS0114: `AIDamage.Start()' 
hides inherited member `ForceFieldDamage.Start()'. To make the current member 
override that implementation, add the override keyword. Otherwise add the new 
keyword
Assets/Scripts/Actor/ForceFieldDamage.cs(17,26): (Location of the symbol related to 
previous warning)
Assets/Scripts/Actor/ProjectileFire.cs(18,7): warning CS0114: 
`ProjectileFire.Update()' hides inherited member `Fire.Update()'. To make the current 
member override that implementation, add the override keyword. Otherwise add the 
new keyword
Assets/Scripts/Actor/Fire.cs(12,25): (Location of the symbol related to previous 
warning)
Assets/Scripts/World Object/Asteroid/AsteroidDamage.cs(11,7): warning CS0114: 
`AsteroidDamage.Start()' hides inherited member `DamageHandler.Start()'. To make 
the current member override that implementation, add the override keyword. 
Otherwise add the new keyword
Assets/Scripts/Actor/DamageHandler.cs(17,25): (Location of the symbol related to 
previous warning)
Assets/Catlike/Procedural Texture/TextureCreator.cs(36,9): warning CS0219: The 
variable `stepSize' is assigned but its value is never used
Assets/Scripts/Ammo/ActorAmmoManager.cs(35,4): warning CS0162: Unreachable 
code detected
Assets/Scripts/Ammo/ActorAmmoManager.cs(40,4): warning CS0162: Unreachable 
code detected



Assets/Scripts/Ammo/AmmoManager.cs(20,4): warning CS0162: Unreachable code 
detected
Assets/Scripts/UI/UIParticleSystem.cs(66,20): warning CS0618: 
`UnityEngine.ParticleSystem.scalingMode' is obsolete: `scalingMode property is 
deprecated. Use main.scalingMode instead.'
Assets/Scripts/UI/UIParticleSystem.cs(97,61): warning CS0618: 
`UnityEngine.ParticleSystem.maxParticles' is obsolete: `maxParticles property is 
deprecated. Use main.maxParticles instead.'
Assets/Scripts/UI/UIParticleSystem.cs(152,40): warning CS0618: 
`UnityEngine.ParticleSystem.simulationSpace' is obsolete: `simulationSpace 
property is deprecated. Use main.simulationSpace instead.'
Assets/Scripts/UI/UIParticleSystem.cs(159,24): warning CS0618: 
`UnityEngine.ParticleSystem.scalingMode' is obsolete: `scalingMode property is 
deprecated. Use main.scalingMode instead.'
Assets/Scripts/Actor/AI/AIMovement.cs(10,16): warning CS0414: The private field 
`AIMovement.sqrMaxVelocity' is assigned but its value is never used
Assets/Scripts/Actor/AI/AIMovement.cs(13,16): warning CS0414: The private field 
`AIMovement.rotSpeed' is assigned but its value is never used
Assets/Scripts/Actor/AI/StateChecks/StateCheck.cs(15,16): warning CS0414: The 
private field `StateCheck.lastActorHealth' is assigned but its value is never used
Assets/Scripts/Actor/ExhaustMovement.cs(17,15): warning CS0414: The private field 
`ExhaustMovement.lastTurningLeft' is assigned but its value is never used
Assets/Scripts/Actor/ExhaustMovement.cs(18,15): warning CS0414: The private field 
`ExhaustMovement.lastTurningRight' is assigned but its value is never used
Assets/Scripts/Actor/ProjectileFire.cs(8,21): warning CS0414: The private field 
`ProjectileFire.ammoHolder' is assigned but its value is never used
Assets/Scripts/Ammo/Beam/SelfDestructBeam.cs(9,22): warning CS0414: The 
private field `SelfDestructBeam.ammoManager' is assigned but its value is never 
used
Assets/Scripts/Ammo/Beam/SelfDestructBeam.cs(11,19): warning CS0414: The 
private field `SelfDestructBeam.beamFire' is assigned but its value is never used
Assets/Scripts/Ammo/Beam/TractorBeamCollision.cs(11,25): warning CS0414: The 
private field `TractorBeamCollision.spriteRend' is assigned but its value is never 
used
Assets/Scripts/Ammo/Beam/TractorBeamCollision.cs(15,16): warning CS0414: The 
private field `TractorBeamCollision.reelInSpeed' is assigned but its value is never 
used
Assets/Scripts/Ammo/Beam/TractorBeamGrowth.cs(14,19): warning CS0414: The 
private field `TractorBeamGrowth.rend' is assigned but its value is never used
Assets/Scripts/Ammo/Beam/TractorBeamGrowth.cs(15,24): warning CS0414: The 
private field `TractorBeamGrowth.boxCollider' is assigned but its value is never used
Assets/Scripts/Time Reversal/TimeReverser.cs(8,14): warning CS0414: The private 
field `TimeReverser.framesBetweenSnapshots' is assigned but its value is never 
used
Assets/Scripts/UI/AddItemToScrollView.cs(16,16): warning CS0414: The private field 
`AddItemToScrollView.itemX' is assigned but its value is never used
Assets/Scripts/UI/Camera/CameraZoom.cs(12,21): warning CS0414: The private 
field `CameraZoom.leftPlayer' is assigned but its value is never used
Assets/Scripts/UI/Camera/CameraZoom.cs(13,21): warning CS0414: The private 
field `CameraZoom.rightPlayer' is assigned but its value is never used



Assets/Scripts/UI/InputBlocker.cs(7,22): warning CS0414: The private field 
`InputBlocker.isBlocking' is assigned but its value is never used
Assets/Scripts/UI/ProfileTextAnimation.cs(8,20): warning CS0414: The private field 
`ProfileTextAnimation.textMesh' is assigned but its value is never used
Assets/Scripts/WorldCreation/EndlessWorld.cs(23,18): warning CS0414: The private 
field `EndlessWorld.lastPlayerPos' is assigned but its value is never used
-----EndCompilerOutput---------------
- Finished compile Library/ScriptAssemblies/Assembly-CSharp.dll
WeaveUnetFromEditor Temp/Assembly-CSharp.dll
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
Advertisements/UnityEngine.Advertisements.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/GUISystem/
Standalone/UnityEngine.UI.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/Networking/
Standalone/UnityEngine.Networking.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
UnityHoloLens/Runtime/UnityEngine.HoloLens.dll' because we're compiling for 
Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
UnityPurchasing/UnityEngine.Purchasing.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/UnityVR/
Runtime/UnityEngine.VR.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
WeaveAssemblies unityPath= /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Managed/
UnityEngine.dll
WeaveAssemblies unetPath= /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/
UnityExtensions/Unity/Networking/UnityEngine.Networking.dll
Symbols will be read from Temp/Assembly-CSharp.dll.mdb
Script Module: Assembly-CSharp.dll
Pass: 0 took 7 milliseconds
Pass: 1 took 12 milliseconds
Assets/Scripts/Actor/AI/AIDamage.cs(9,7): warning CS0114: `AIDamage.Start()' 
hides inherited member `ForceFieldDamage.Start()'. To make the current member 
override that implementation, add the override keyword. Otherwise add the new 
keyword
 
(Filename: Assets/Scripts/Actor/AI/AIDamage.cs Line: 9)

Assets/Scripts/Actor/ProjectileFire.cs(18,7): warning CS0114: 
`ProjectileFire.Update()' hides inherited member `Fire.Update()'. To make the current 
member override that implementation, add the override keyword. Otherwise add the 
new keyword
 
(Filename: Assets/Scripts/Actor/ProjectileFire.cs Line: 18)

Assets/Scripts/World Object/Asteroid/AsteroidDamage.cs(11,7): warning CS0114: 
`AsteroidDamage.Start()' hides inherited member `DamageHandler.Start()'. To make 
the current member override that implementation, add the override keyword. 
Otherwise add the new keyword
 
(Filename: Assets/Scripts/World Object/Asteroid/AsteroidDamage.cs Line: 11)



Assets/Catlike/Procedural Texture/TextureCreator.cs(36,9): warning CS0219: The 
variable `stepSize' is assigned but its value is never used
 
(Filename: Assets/Catlike/Procedural Texture/TextureCreator.cs Line: 36)

Assets/Scripts/Ammo/ActorAmmoManager.cs(35,4): warning CS0162: Unreachable 
code detected
 
(Filename: Assets/Scripts/Ammo/ActorAmmoManager.cs Line: 35)

Assets/Scripts/Ammo/ActorAmmoManager.cs(40,4): warning CS0162: Unreachable 
code detected
 
(Filename: Assets/Scripts/Ammo/ActorAmmoManager.cs Line: 40)

Assets/Scripts/Ammo/AmmoManager.cs(20,4): warning CS0162: Unreachable code 
detected
 
(Filename: Assets/Scripts/Ammo/AmmoManager.cs Line: 20)

Assets/Scripts/UI/UIParticleSystem.cs(66,20): warning CS0618: 
`UnityEngine.ParticleSystem.scalingMode' is obsolete: `scalingMode property is 
deprecated. Use main.scalingMode instead.'
 
(Filename: Assets/Scripts/UI/UIParticleSystem.cs Line: 66)

Assets/Scripts/UI/UIParticleSystem.cs(97,61): warning CS0618: 
`UnityEngine.ParticleSystem.maxParticles' is obsolete: `maxParticles property is 
deprecated. Use main.maxParticles instead.'
 
(Filename: Assets/Scripts/UI/UIParticleSystem.cs Line: 97)

Assets/Scripts/UI/UIParticleSystem.cs(152,40): warning CS0618: 
`UnityEngine.ParticleSystem.simulationSpace' is obsolete: `simulationSpace 
property is deprecated. Use main.simulationSpace instead.'
 
(Filename: Assets/Scripts/UI/UIParticleSystem.cs Line: 152)

Assets/Scripts/UI/UIParticleSystem.cs(159,24): warning CS0618: 
`UnityEngine.ParticleSystem.scalingMode' is obsolete: `scalingMode property is 
deprecated. Use main.scalingMode instead.'
 
(Filename: Assets/Scripts/UI/UIParticleSystem.cs Line: 159)

Assets/Scripts/Actor/AI/AIMovement.cs(10,16): warning CS0414: The private field 
`AIMovement.sqrMaxVelocity' is assigned but its value is never used
 
(Filename: Assets/Scripts/Actor/AI/AIMovement.cs Line: 10)



Assets/Scripts/Actor/AI/AIMovement.cs(13,16): warning CS0414: The private field 
`AIMovement.rotSpeed' is assigned but its value is never used
 
(Filename: Assets/Scripts/Actor/AI/AIMovement.cs Line: 13)

Assets/Scripts/Actor/AI/StateChecks/StateCheck.cs(15,16): warning CS0414: The 
private field `StateCheck.lastActorHealth' is assigned but its value is never used
 
(Filename: Assets/Scripts/Actor/AI/StateChecks/StateCheck.cs Line: 15)

Assets/Scripts/Actor/ExhaustMovement.cs(17,15): warning CS0414: The private field 
`ExhaustMovement.lastTurningLeft' is assigned but its value is never used
 
(Filename: Assets/Scripts/Actor/ExhaustMovement.cs Line: 17)

Assets/Scripts/Actor/ExhaustMovement.cs(18,15): warning CS0414: The private field 
`ExhaustMovement.lastTurningRight' is assigned but its value is never used
 
(Filename: Assets/Scripts/Actor/ExhaustMovement.cs Line: 18)

Assets/Scripts/Actor/ProjectileFire.cs(8,21): warning CS0414: The private field 
`ProjectileFire.ammoHolder' is assigned but its value is never used
 
(Filename: Assets/Scripts/Actor/ProjectileFire.cs Line: 8)

Assets/Scripts/Ammo/Beam/SelfDestructBeam.cs(9,22): warning CS0414: The 
private field `SelfDestructBeam.ammoManager' is assigned but its value is never 
used
 
(Filename: Assets/Scripts/Ammo/Beam/SelfDestructBeam.cs Line: 9)

Assets/Scripts/Ammo/Beam/SelfDestructBeam.cs(11,19): warning CS0414: The 
private field `SelfDestructBeam.beamFire' is assigned but its value is never used
 
(Filename: Assets/Scripts/Ammo/Beam/SelfDestructBeam.cs Line: 11)

Assets/Scripts/Ammo/Beam/TractorBeamCollision.cs(11,25): warning CS0414: The 
private field `TractorBeamCollision.spriteRend' is assigned but its value is never 
used
 
(Filename: Assets/Scripts/Ammo/Beam/TractorBeamCollision.cs Line: 11)

Assets/Scripts/Ammo/Beam/TractorBeamCollision.cs(15,16): warning CS0414: The 
private field `TractorBeamCollision.reelInSpeed' is assigned but its value is never 
used
 
(Filename: Assets/Scripts/Ammo/Beam/TractorBeamCollision.cs Line: 15)

Assets/Scripts/Ammo/Beam/TractorBeamGrowth.cs(14,19): warning CS0414: The 
private field `TractorBeamGrowth.rend' is assigned but its value is never used



 
(Filename: Assets/Scripts/Ammo/Beam/TractorBeamGrowth.cs Line: 14)

Assets/Scripts/Ammo/Beam/TractorBeamGrowth.cs(15,24): warning CS0414: The 
private field `TractorBeamGrowth.boxCollider' is assigned but its value is never used
 
(Filename: Assets/Scripts/Ammo/Beam/TractorBeamGrowth.cs Line: 15)

Assets/Scripts/Time Reversal/TimeReverser.cs(8,14): warning CS0414: The private 
field `TimeReverser.framesBetweenSnapshots' is assigned but its value is never 
used
 
(Filename: Assets/Scripts/Time Reversal/TimeReverser.cs Line: 8)

Assets/Scripts/UI/AddItemToScrollView.cs(16,16): warning CS0414: The private field 
`AddItemToScrollView.itemX' is assigned but its value is never used
 
(Filename: Assets/Scripts/UI/AddItemToScrollView.cs Line: 16)

Assets/Scripts/UI/Camera/CameraZoom.cs(12,21): warning CS0414: The private 
field `CameraZoom.leftPlayer' is assigned but its value is never used
 
(Filename: Assets/Scripts/UI/Camera/CameraZoom.cs Line: 12)

Assets/Scripts/UI/Camera/CameraZoom.cs(13,21): warning CS0414: The private 
field `CameraZoom.rightPlayer' is assigned but its value is never used
 
(Filename: Assets/Scripts/UI/Camera/CameraZoom.cs Line: 13)

Assets/Scripts/UI/InputBlocker.cs(7,22): warning CS0414: The private field 
`InputBlocker.isBlocking' is assigned but its value is never used
 
(Filename: Assets/Scripts/UI/InputBlocker.cs Line: 7)

Assets/Scripts/UI/ProfileTextAnimation.cs(8,20): warning CS0414: The private field 
`ProfileTextAnimation.textMesh' is assigned but its value is never used
 
(Filename: Assets/Scripts/UI/ProfileTextAnimation.cs Line: 8)

Assets/Scripts/WorldCreation/EndlessWorld.cs(23,18): warning CS0414: The private 
field `EndlessWorld.lastPlayerPos' is assigned but its value is never used
 
(Filename: Assets/Scripts/WorldCreation/EndlessWorld.cs Line: 23)

Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
Advertisements/UnityEngine.Advertisements.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/GUISystem/
Standalone/UnityEngine.UI.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/Networking/
Standalone/UnityEngine.Networking.dll' because we're compiling for Editor



Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
UnityHoloLens/Runtime/UnityEngine.HoloLens.dll' because we're compiling for 
Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
UnityPurchasing/UnityEngine.Purchasing.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/UnityVR/
Runtime/UnityEngine.VR.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
- starting compile Library/ScriptAssemblies/Assembly-CSharp-Editor.dll, for 
buildtarget 27
- Finished compile Library/ScriptAssemblies/Assembly-CSharp-Editor.dll
WeaveUnetFromEditor Temp/Assembly-CSharp-Editor.dll
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
Advertisements/UnityEngine.Advertisements.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/GUISystem/
Standalone/UnityEngine.UI.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/Networking/
Standalone/UnityEngine.Networking.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
UnityHoloLens/Runtime/UnityEngine.HoloLens.dll' because we're compiling for 
Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
UnityPurchasing/UnityEngine.Purchasing.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
Ignoring '/Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/UnityVR/
Runtime/UnityEngine.VR.dll' because we're compiling for Editor
WeaveAssemblies unityPath= /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Managed/
UnityEngine.dll
WeaveAssemblies unetPath= /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/
UnityExtensions/Unity/Networking/UnityEngine.Networking.dll

Packing sprites:
- Grouping sprites using the selected SpritePackerPolicy.
- Packing 0 atlases.
- Packing completed.
Reloading assemblies for play mode.
Begin MonoManager ReloadAssembly
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Managed/UnityEngine.dll 
(this message is harmless)
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Managed/UnityEditor.dll 
(this message is harmless)
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Managed/Unity.Locator.dll 
(this message is harmless)
Registering custom dll's ...
Register platform support module: /Applications/Unity/PlaybackEngines/
AndroidPlayer/UnityEditor.Android.Extensions.dll
Register platform support module: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/
PlaybackEngines/MacStandaloneSupport/UnityEditor.OSXStandalone.Extensions.dll
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Mono/lib/mono/2.0/
System.Core.dll (this message is harmless)
Registered in 0.009158 seconds.
Non platform assembly: /Users/Shared/Unity/Space Shooter/Library/



ScriptAssemblies/Assembly-CSharp-firstpass.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading /Users/Shared/Unity/Space Shooter/Library/ScriptAssemblies/Assembly-
CSharp-firstpass.dll into Unity Child Domain
Non platform assembly: /Users/Shared/Unity/Space Shooter/Library/
ScriptAssemblies/Assembly-CSharp.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading /Users/Shared/Unity/Space Shooter/Library/ScriptAssemblies/Assembly-
CSharp.dll into Unity Child Domain
Non platform assembly: /Users/Shared/Unity/Space Shooter/Library/
ScriptAssemblies/Assembly-CSharp-Editor-firstpass.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading /Users/Shared/Unity/Space Shooter/Library/ScriptAssemblies/Assembly-
CSharp-Editor-firstpass.dll into Unity Child Domain
Non platform assembly: /Users/Shared/Unity/Space Shooter/Library/
ScriptAssemblies/Assembly-CSharp-Editor.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading /Users/Shared/Unity/Space Shooter/Library/ScriptAssemblies/Assembly-
CSharp-Editor.dll into Unity Child Domain
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/PackageManager/Unity/
PackageManager/5.5.4/Unity.PackageManager.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/PackageManager/Unity/
PackageManager/5.5.4/Unity.PackageManager.dll into Unity Child Domain
Non platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/
Unity/Advertisements/Editor/UnityEditor.Advertisements.dll (this message is 
harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
Advertisements/Editor/UnityEditor.Advertisements.dll into Unity Child Domain
Non platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/
Unity/EditorTestsRunner/Editor/nunit.framework.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
EditorTestsRunner/Editor/nunit.framework.dll into Unity Child Domain
Non platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/
Unity/EditorTestsRunner/Editor/UnityEditor.EditorTestsRunner.dll (this message is 
harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
EditorTestsRunner/Editor/UnityEditor.EditorTestsRunner.dll into Unity Child Domain
Non platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/
Unity/GUISystem/UnityEngine.UI.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/GUISystem/
UnityEngine.UI.dll into Unity Child Domain
Non platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/
Unity/GUISystem/Editor/UnityEditor.UI.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/GUISystem/
Editor/UnityEditor.UI.dll into Unity Child Domain
Non platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/
Unity/Networking/UnityEngine.Networking.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/Networking/
UnityEngine.Networking.dll into Unity Child Domain
Non platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/
Unity/Networking/Editor/UnityEditor.Networking.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/Networking/
Editor/UnityEditor.Networking.dll into Unity Child Domain
Non platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/



Unity/PlaymodeTestsRunner/Editor/UnityEditor.PlaymodeTestsRunner.dll (this 
message is harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
PlaymodeTestsRunner/Editor/UnityEditor.PlaymodeTestsRunner.dll into Unity Child 
Domain
Non platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/
Unity/PlaymodeTestsRunner/UnityEngine.PlaymodeTestsRunner.dll (this message is 
harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
PlaymodeTestsRunner/UnityEngine.PlaymodeTestsRunner.dll into Unity Child 
Domain
Non platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/
Unity/TreeEditor/Editor/UnityEditor.TreeEditor.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/TreeEditor/
Editor/UnityEditor.TreeEditor.dll into Unity Child Domain
Non platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/
Unity/UnityAnalytics/UnityEngine.Analytics.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
UnityAnalytics/UnityEngine.Analytics.dll into Unity Child Domain
Non platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/
Unity/UnityAnalytics/Editor/UnityEditor.Analytics.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
UnityAnalytics/Editor/UnityEditor.Analytics.dll into Unity Child Domain
Non platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/
Unity/UnityHoloLens/Editor/UnityEditor.HoloLens.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
UnityHoloLens/Editor/UnityEditor.HoloLens.dll into Unity Child Domain
Non platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/
Unity/UnityHoloLens/RuntimeEditor/UnityEngine.HoloLens.dll (this message is 
harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/
UnityHoloLens/RuntimeEditor/UnityEngine.HoloLens.dll into Unity Child Domain
Non platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/
Unity/UnityVR/Editor/UnityEditor.VR.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/UnityVR/
Editor/UnityEditor.VR.dll into Unity Child Domain
Non platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/
Unity/UnityVR/RuntimeEditor/UnityEngine.VR.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/UnityVR/
RuntimeEditor/UnityEngine.VR.dll into Unity Child Domain
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Managed/
UnityEditor.Graphs.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Managed/UnityEditor.Graphs.dll into 
Unity Child Domain
Non platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/PlaybackEngines/AndroidPlayer/
UnityEditor.Android.Extensions.dll (this message is harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/PlaybackEngines/AndroidPlayer/
UnityEditor.Android.Extensions.dll into Unity Child Domain
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/PlaybackEngines/
MacStandaloneSupport/UnityEditor.OSXStandalone.Extensions.dll (this message is 



harmless)
Loading /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/PlaybackEngines/
MacStandaloneSupport/UnityEditor.OSXStandalone.Extensions.dll into Unity Child 
Domain
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Managed/
nunit.core.interfaces.dll (this message is harmless)
Refreshing native plugins compatible for Editor in 0.37 ms, found 2 plugins.
Preloading 1 native plugins for Editor in 0.29 ms.
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Managed/Mono.Cecil.dll 
(this message is harmless)
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Managed/
Unity.SerializationLogic.dll (this message is harmless)
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Managed/
Unity.DataContract.dll (this message is harmless)
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Mono/lib/mono/2.0/
UnityScript.dll (this message is harmless)
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Managed/
ICSharpCode.NRefactory.dll (this message is harmless)
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Mono/lib/mono/2.0/
System.Xml.Linq.dll (this message is harmless)
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Managed/
Unity.IvyParser.dll (this message is harmless)
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Managed/nunit.core.dll 
(this message is harmless)
Mono: successfully reloaded assembly
- Completed reload, in  1.053 seconds
Initializing Unity.PackageManager (PackageManager) v5.5.4 for Unity v5.5.4f1
Setting StandaloneOSXIntel v5.5.4 for Unity v5.5.4f1 to /Applications/Unity/
Unity.app/Contents/PlaybackEngines/MacStandaloneSupport
Setting Advertisements v5.5.4 for Unity v5.5.4f1 to /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/
Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/Advertisements
  UnityEngine.Advertisements.dll (Extension) GUID: 
739bbd9f364b4268874f9fd86ab3beef
  Editor/UnityEditor.Advertisements.dll (Extension) GUID: 
97decbdab0634cdd991f8d23ddf0dead
Setting EditorTestsRunner v5.5.4 for Unity v5.5.4f1 to /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/
Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/EditorTestsRunner
  Editor/nunit.framework.dll (Extension) GUID: 
7cbab2be89b54486bbd23a6fe637d30e
  Editor/UnityEditor.EditorTestsRunner.dll (Extension) GUID: 
3c0ad459c1534645b5d603b7cc258f97
Setting GUISystem v5.5.4 for Unity v5.5.4f1 to /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/
Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/GUISystem
  UnityEngine.UI.dll (Extension) GUID: f5f67c52d1564df4a8936ccd202a3bd8
  Standalone/UnityEngine.UI.dll (Extension) GUID: 
f70555f144d8491a825f0804e09c671c
  Editor/UnityEditor.UI.dll (Extension) GUID: 80a3616ca19596e4da0f10f14d241e9f
Setting UNetHLAPI v5.5.4 for Unity v5.5.4f1 to /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/
Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/Networking
  UnityEngine.Networking.dll (Extension) GUID: 



870353891bb340e2b2a9c8707e7419ba
  Standalone/UnityEngine.Networking.dll (Extension) GUID: 
dc443db3e92b4983b9738c1131f555cb
  Editor/UnityEditor.Networking.dll (Extension) GUID: 
5f32cd94baa94578a686d4b9d6b660f7
Setting PlaymodeTestsRunner v5.5.4 for Unity v5.5.4f1 to /Applications/Unity/
Unity.app/Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/PlaymodeTestsRunner
  Editor/UnityEditor.PlaymodeTestsRunner.dll (Extension) GUID: 
4113173d5e95493ab8765d7b08371de4
  UnityEngine.PlaymodeTestsRunner.dll (Extension) GUID: 
53ebcfaa2e1e4e2dbc85882cd5a73fa1
Setting TreeEditor v5.5.4 for Unity v5.5.4f1 to /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/
UnityExtensions/Unity/TreeEditor
  Editor/UnityEditor.TreeEditor.dll (Extension) GUID: 
adebbd281f1a4ef3a30be7f21937e02f
Setting UnityAnalytics v5.5.4 for Unity v5.5.4f1 to /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/
Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/UnityAnalytics
  UnityEngine.Analytics.dll (Extension) GUID: 
852E56802EB941638ACBB491814497B0
  Editor/UnityEditor.Analytics.dll (Extension) GUID: 
86f4de9468454445ac2f39e207fafa3a
Setting UnityHoloLens v5.5.4 for Unity v5.5.4f1 to /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/
Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/UnityHoloLens
  Editor/UnityEditor.HoloLens.dll (Extension) GUID: 
12fd8a0055b84bb59e84c9835a37e333
  Runtime/UnityEngine.HoloLens.dll (Extension) GUID: 
f7b54ff4a43d4fcf81b4538b678e0bcc
  RuntimeEditor/UnityEngine.HoloLens.dll (Extension) GUID: 
1c6d1fbb51834b64847b1b73a75bfc77
Setting UnityPurchasing v5.5.4 for Unity v5.5.4f1 to /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/
Contents/UnityExtensions/Unity/UnityPurchasing
  UnityEngine.Purchasing.dll (Extension) GUID: 
8E0CD8ED44D4412CBE0642067ABC9E44
Setting UnityVR v5.5.4 for Unity v5.5.4f1 to /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/
UnityExtensions/Unity/UnityVR
  Editor/UnityEditor.VR.dll (Extension) GUID: 4ba2329b63d54f0187bcaa12486b1b0f
  Runtime/UnityEngine.VR.dll (Extension) GUID: 
6cdf1e5c78d14720aaadccd4C792df96
  RuntimeEditor/UnityEngine.VR.dll (Extension) GUID: 
307433eba81a469ab1e2084d52d1a5a2
Registering platform support modules:
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Mono/lib/mono/2.0/
Boo.Lang.Compiler.dll (this message is harmless)
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Mono/lib/mono/2.0/
Boo.Lang.dll (this message is harmless)
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Mono/lib/mono/2.0/
Boo.Lang.Parser.dll (this message is harmless)
Platform assembly: /Applications/Unity/Unity.app/Contents/Mono/lib/mono/2.0/
UnityScript.Lang.dll (this message is harmless)
Registered platform support modules in: 0.053639s.



Native extension for OSXStandalone target not found
Native extension for Android target not found
Load scene 'Temp/__Backupscenes/0.backup' time: 0.986822 ms 
 


